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Abstract
In last decades, systems started to be more and more process-oriented. The shift to process-oriented
systems was motivated by the idea of supporting systems of the daily business and by the idea to shift
the knowledge about operations that could be described as processes from humans to systems.
The knowledge about the processes and their enactment was partially transferred to the systems.
This thesis presents research in the area of intelligent process support with the use of process mining
methods. In detail, the first part of the thesis presents the new approach of business process analysis
using sequence alignment methods in the process mining area. The second part introduces the new
approach for software process prediction based on use case with use of machine learning methods. In
the third part of thesis is proposal of the overall methodology, which provides a connection between
process mining and process modeling approaches.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The beginning of the 21st century brings us rapid progress and changes in the area of the information
technologies that became an inseparable part of everyday life of modern people. We use information
technologies in our work life, but also in the personal life. That happened thanks to rapidly growing
potential of the information technologies, which is also supported by Moore’s Law that in the 70s
predicted doubling the complexity of transistors on chips in the computer every two years [80].
Nowadays, it is not only the complexity of computers – considering chips, capacity of hard disks, or the
computing power of computers – it is also exponentially growing the digital universe [54]. This change,
of course, brings a huge amount of data that digital universe generates and stores, whether by purpose
or in the background. The challenges and goals of these days are not to store so much data as is possible,
but efficiently work with this data, analyze it and have in reasonable time valuable results and insights
for a particular organization.

1.1 Topic
In last decades, systems started to be more and more process oriented. The process is a series of actions
or steps taken in order to achieve a particular end [161]. For a business process, the end is delivery of a
value for an internal or external customer [64]. It means that systems started to be more oriented to
actions and steps to be taken, than directly to data working on. The shift to process-oriented systems
was motivated by the idea of supporting systems to the daily business, to shift the knowledge about
operations that could be described as processes from humans to systems. Process-oriented systems
started to be worshiped as the only way to control the processes and activities that have to be enacted.
The knowledge about the processes and their enactment was transferred to the systems.

The process executions generate data that is called event data, and it can be examined by the process
mining [140,141]. Process mining is an approach that is used for the analysis of real enactment of the
processes. It uses logs of real process enactments to analyze the process itself. Process mining can
answer the question, how the process was really executed, which variations were used and what are the
probabilities of the enactment of each process variation. It means it could discover the process model
that is followed in the reality. In other words, it could create the process model from the “bottom”.

On the other hand, stands the Business process modeling [5]. Business process modeling is the activity
of creating a model that includes components, functions, and behavior of the business. The business
process modeling aims to capture reality and create the process model that corresponds to the reality. Of
course, there exists a gap between the reality and the process model, and it always lays on the level of
detail and possibility to model particular issue. The result is the process model that is modeled from the
“top”, and the executions of the particular process should follow this model.

The shift from the data-oriented systems to the process-oriented systems brought possibilities for further
analysis of controlling and checking the enactment of the processes and resources that are involved. It
also brings possibilities to use, and create innovative and supportive approaches.
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1.2 Problem Statement and Research Challenges
The process, as was mentioned above, is a series of action, taken in order to achieve a particular end,
the goal. We have different kinds of processes and also possible views to the process. There are also
many meta-models prescribing possible structure of the process and its parts; overview can be seen in
[65]. In this thesis we are focused on a model of the process, where activities are in order to achieve
some goal, activities are done by some role, and activities in the process can work with some resources,
consume resources, create, or update some resources.

Artifact

Process Model (Abstract View)

Role/User

Activity 1

Role/User

Activity 2

Figure 1 Abstraction of simplified process model

Abstraction of mentioned simplified model of the process is depicted in Figure 1, where it is possible to
see an abstraction of process flow as an arrow, UML activity diagram [159] start, end and activity
elements and process flow. Each activity is performed by sole Role/User of the system. As was
mentioned above, activity work with some resource – process artifact. On the left side of the model is
also depicted that the process is enacted in some information system, which supports its execution and
user of this system can perform some actions.

In this thesis, we are focused on research in the field on new approaches and integrating methods for
intelligent process support in the area of process mining, especially the process analysis and the process
prediction. The process support is meant by supporting specific process situations, and for this situations
introduce new automatic/semi-automatic approaches, new methods and integrating them in
methodology covering the area of process mining and with a connection to process modeling. Specific
process situations mean different real life situation, which can happen during the process analysis,
modeling and support.

The different real-time process situations bring always a need of process analysis. Process analysis can
examine process from various angles. One of the angles is process model, how the process should run,
which is reflected in process modeling. The second angle is the real enactment of the process, which is
reflected in process mining. It brings possibilities of analysis of process from the “top” and also
“bottom”.
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Process mining is used for analysis of real process execution. It is emerging research field with many
researchers that are focused on improving this area. It is underlined by Process Mining Manifesto that
was released by IEEE Task Force on Process Mining in 2012 [131]. Contribution to the manifesto was
proclaimed by 77 process mining experts and supported by 53 organizations. The manifesto specified
11 challenges of process mining. Following section introduces related research challenges, which are
based on process mining manifesto and also other research driving inputs.

The problem presented in the previous paragraphs, where we highlighted intelligent process support
with a use of process mining support, brings three challenges, which we describe in following
subsections.

1.2.1 Combination Process Mining and Other Types of Analysis
One of the challenges in Process Mining Manifesto is challenge C9: Combining process mining with
other types of analysis. This challenge aims to a combination of process mining with other technics and
methods from other well-defined domains focused on processing of data, such as operations
management, or data mining.

The methods from data mining are often only data-oriented and used to analyze a specific step in the
overall process. However, with an application to process models and process data, it can bring new
unsuspected relationships, and possibilities to classification, clustering or pattern discovery in process
data. In other hand introduction of data mining techniques can also bring new methods for visualization
of the process data for better understanding of large data sets. This can also help companies with the
analyses of their processes.

Mentioned process mining challenge was reflected by many research groups [95], which introduced a
new combination of process mining with methods for simulation [78,92], pattern mining with a focus
on episode mining [72], or big data analysis by using decision tree classification [31].

One of the data mining methods is also set of methods for sequence alignment. Sequence alignment
methods are usually used to compare similarities within different sequences, originally applied in
bioinformatics to compare DNA sequences [81]. Process trace can also be seen as a sequence of
activities. It could be possible to use sequence alignment methods for finding similarities in process
structure; it means the ordered activities.

1.2.2 Process Mining with Focus on Process Prediction
As another challenge in Process Mining Manifesto, which was identified, is challenge C8: Providing
operational support. This challenge is pointing out the possibilities that process mining brought quite
recently. It is an online analysis of event logs from the system and real-time prediction or
recommendation of future process steps. In the past, process mining was more focused on offline
analysis, which means analysis of historical cases from an event log. With the huge rise of computation
power in recent years, it brought possibilities to include machine learning methods to do these kinds of
online analysis of historical cases, compare it with running case and predict future steps of a process in
real time. Computer, by machine learning methods, learns based on some examples and training data,
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how to interpret, or map, inputs to results. It is so called predictive modeling [90], which means creating
a predictive model by training on historical data and use the model for new cases. This kind of
operational support can significantly serve as decision support in the company with an overview of
running cases and decision-making activities. There are many possibilities of prediction technics, based
e.g. on analysis of duration of activities and prediction of remaining process time [131]. Nakatumba [84]
proposed operational support meta-model using Declare and ProM tool. Another research work focused
on this field is by De Leoni [32]. It presents framework focused on the prediction of the executor of a
particular activity, a time that remains to the end of process case, and next possible activities.

However, none of these methods are focused directly on processing artifacts. The process can also have
process artifacts (Figure 1), which naturally influence particular process execution and possible future
steps of the process case. It is possible to identify inexhaustible types of process artifacts, such as the
process artifact can be everything that process steps work with, or work on. For example process of
invoice verification can work with invoice, approval, and so on.

Challenging field of prediction is prediction of software development process, which is specification of
business process. Definition of software process, according to Li [73], is: Software processes denote a
set of interrelated processes in the software life cycle. A software process provides a framework for
managing activities that can very easily get out of control in software development. Different software
projects require different software processes. The software development work products (programs,
documentation, and data) are produced as consequences of the activities defined by the software
processes [94].

Right prediction and estimation is always a key issue to project management of software project. It is
an input, needed in early stages of the project, often required for discussions with the customer, and as
input to cost estimation, which is then part of the contract. Software development process could contain
many artifacts, respectively workproducts. There exist many types of software development processes,
described or ad-hoc. Each organization developing some software has software developments process,
even if it does not follow any standards.

In early stage of software development process is artefact use case [20], which serves as a specification
and description, in a form of a scenario, of required behavior of software system that is intended to be
developed. The use case captures the system's intended functions and its environment, and serves as a
contract between the customer and the developers. It is a part of software requirements analysis. It
captures dynamic behavior of the system from outside point of view, how the system interacts with
external actors by ordered action steps. Use case can be captured by UML use case model [159], where
each use case has its own text form. Text form contains properties of the use case and the scenario how
to achieve the goal of particular use case. Scenario is written as a series of action steps.

Why is prediction needed? Since software process and development of the software systems exist,
managers and stakeholders involved in the particular software process always needed information about
effort estimation, e.g. how many resources are necessary to finish the project before deadline, or just an
estimation when the project will be finished to be able to discuss it with a customer. Prediction based
on the information from running process case can help the managers to decide what to do in future steps
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of the process case. They can see from the prediction analysis that product will be not finished in time,
so they can tailor the process to be able to finish it in time.

Essential brick what is needed for right estimation, or prediction, is always data available. Of course, it
is not always the truth that more data means more precise prediction. It is also about many other factors,
such as the methods used for prediction, maturity of the development process, experiences of individual
people working in the development process, etc. Thus it is not easy to have one prediction method, and
rely only on that method.

1.2.3 Combination of Process Mining and Process Modeling
Third challenge comes with rising need of adequate adaptability and flexibility in business processes,
where many research groups have been investigating knowledge-based methodologies and adaptive
process techniques [62,85]. Process mining works with process model mined from process logs and can
compare it with process model, which prescribes the process. Process mining is a bridge between process
science and data science. More about this is described in the section State of the art 2.1 Process Mining.
However, process mining does not focus much on the side of process modeling, but more from the side
of data in the process. It looks at the process from the “bottom”. It goes hand by hand with challenge
from Process Mining Manifesto – C10: Improving usability for non-experts, which is aiming to usability
of process mining methods in non-expert environment, in real companies by people that have no overall
background of process mining area. Also Aalst mentioned [149]: “[…] in the future large organizations
are no longer willing to let dozens of people make static hand-made process models that end up in some
folders [...] process models should be connected to events […]”. Therefore, there is rising a need for
overall methodology, which will cover process modeling and process mining approaches, supporting
extensive possibilities of process modeling with possibility of addition of process mining methods to
cover enactment of the process, and its usability in the company.

1.3 Thesis Structure
The thesis is organized as follows. Section 2 describes state of the art in several domains, which presents
overview of topics related to research challenges. Section 3 describes research structure, formulated
research questions and hypothesis, and research context. Sections 4, 5, and 6 describe our own research
and contribution based on research questions and hypothesis. Section 4 is focused on business process
analysis using process mining methods and proposal of process analysis approach based on sequence
alignment methods. Section 5 proposes an approach for process prediction based on process artifact –
use case. Section 6 introduces methodology combining introduced methods and connects process
modeling with process mining to overall methodology with formal layer support. Each section 4, 5 and
6 has its own conclusion of the section and the last section of the thesis, section 7, presents overall
conclusion and proposal of future work for all research results presented in the thesis.
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2 STATE OF THE ART
The section state of the art provides an overview of existing research, methods and approaches that
influenced the aiming of the work presented by this thesis.

As the main topic, we can name it the backbone of this work, is process analysis and support, mainly
from process mining point of view, the first subsection is focused to the introduction of the process
mining, its context and basics. Following section, section two of state of the art, describes main selected
methodologies for process mining and process modeling. Section three introduces the background of
sequence alignment methods, which application to process mining is one of the research challenges. The
fourth section of state of the art presents basics from the field of second research challenge, which is
prediction of process execution. Specifically, it is software process prediction based on process artifact
– use case. Section five is a follow-up of the previous section, it presents machine learning methods
used for the prediction of the software process based on the process artifacts.

2.1 Process Mining
The idea of the process mining was introduced by Aalst in 2004 [140,141]. Process mining has emerged
as a new scientific discipline that found its place between process models and event data [127,128]. It
brings link between process science and data science, like it is depicted in Figure 2. On the one hand,
data science can be represented by, but not limited to, data mining [43], business intelligence [46] and
machine learning [45]. Difference between process mining and data mining is mainly in that mainstream
data mining approaches such as data mining, statistics and machine learning, do not focus on business
process models. They are often data oriented only and used to analyze a specific step in the overall
process, and they do not focus on end-to-end process models [130]. On the other hand, Process science
can be represented by, but not limited to, business process management [154], workflow management
[138], or many formal methods for process description. Difference between process mining and process
science is that the process science approaches are process centric, focused on the process model, but
with only little consideration of event data and are more focused on modeling and typically not so
focused on processes execution and information system that gathers data about processes. Thus process
mining brings the bridge between process and data science and brings a new combined point of view.
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Figure 2 Process mining as a link between process science and data science [130]

In high-level definition, process mining aims to discover, monitor and improve real processes by
extracting knowledge from event logs readily available in today’s information systems [128]. Process
mining uses logs of real process enactments to analyze the process itself. Process mining can answer the
question, how the process was really executed, which variations were used and what are the probabilities
of the enactment of each process variation.

2.1.1 Process Mining Framework
This section in brief describes areas that process mining covers and approach that it uses. The process
mining framework is depicted in Figure 3 and is described in detail by Aalst in his work [128]. On the
top of the figure is depicted a cloud representing external world, which consists of what we can imagine
in the real word, e.g. people, machines, business processes, documents and organizations. Below the
cloud world is an information system, it is an abstraction of recording the information about this world
by some information system, or systems. Of course there exists some information gap between the
external world and the information stored in the system. However, the information, that is stored in the
system, has to be stored in such way that events logs, which capture information about particular process
cases in the form of activities, can be extracted. Activity is well defined step of the process and is related
to a particular case, it means process instance. One run of the process consists of selected activities from
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the log that belongs to this process and it is called a trace. In other words it is a sequence of the activities
for a particular case. In the log can be also multiple cases with the same trace [137].

The information system(s) and the event logs are supported by provenance. Provenance represents an
idea of systematic, reliable, and trustworthy recording of events. Business process provenance aims to
systematically collect the information needed to reconstruct what has actually happened in a process or
organization [23]. It means that provenance assures that the history, which is recorded in an event log,
was not rewritten or obscured. Thus it can be used as the basis for the process mining in terms of process
improvement, process auditing or other activities.

Figure 3 Process mining framework [128]

In process mining framework, as described in Figure 3, event logs can be divided into pre mortem and
post mortem event logs. Post mortem event logs store data about process cases that are already
completed. It means, it is possible to use this data for future process analysis, but it is not possible to
change anything anymore. On the other hand stands current running data called pre mortem event logs,
which contain information about not finished running process cases. It brings possibilities, such as
adjusting next steps in particular running case based on the mined information and on the information
gathered and analyzed from the historical data cases.
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The bottom of Figure 3 shows two kinds of process models types – de jure models and de facto models.
A de jure model is normative, it means it specifies how the process should run. Typically it is a process
model that is modeled from the top and used to configure a workflow system that leads people to work
in a particular way. A de facto model is descriptive, its goal is to capture reality not to prescribe, steer
or control reality. It is typically the discovered process model that is handled in the real business process
execution.

Sides of Figure 3 are covered by two big arrows, one pointing up, and second pointing down. The one
pointing up shows the idea of the process modeling from the top, where de jure model is prescribing
how the process in a world, respectively, in an information system, should run. The second arrow is
pointing from the world to the de facto models to describe the idea of creating process model from the
event data – de facto models.

In the middle of Figure 3 we can see ten activities that are supported by the process mining. In early
phases of process mining topic there were three main activities discovery, conformance and
enhancement. Nowadays the number of activities supported by process mining is raising. The activities
are grouped into three categories: navigation, auditing and cartography. The activities in the navigation
category are focused on improvement of still running process. The activities in the auditing category are
focused on confrontation of de jure model with the reality using event data or de facto model. Finally,
the activities of the cartography category focus on process discovery and creation of process maps.
Activities of the auditing and cartography category are backward-looking and activities of the navigation
are forward-looking and are sometimes referred as operational support [130].

The following subsections describe particular activities in process mining. Cartography category
contains Discover, Enhance and Diagnose activities. Auditing category is focused on Detect, Check,
Compare and Promote activities. Navigation category contains Explore, Predict and Recommend
activities.

2.1.1.1 Discover activity

Discover activity is focused on learning a process model from data that are recorded in the event logs.
This activity uses event log and without any additional a-priori information creates a process model that
describes behavior stored in the event log. It is the main activity of the process mining. During the last
years several techniques for the process discovery were introduced. The main known algorithm is α-
algorithm, which is able, from the behavior recorded in the event log, to create Petri net [141]. The α-
algorithm was one of the first process discovery algorithms, which was able to adequately capture
concurrency. These days there exists better algorithms that overcome the weaknesses of the α-algorithm.
These are either variants of the α-algorithm or algorithms that use a completely different approach, e.g.,
genetic mining or synthesis based on regions [137,143].

History in the area of discovering process models based on the observed events was written by several
groups [4,21,27,135,141,145,152]. In the work of Herbst [53], we can find one of the first tackles with
the process containing duplicate tasks. Most of the previously mentioned classical approaches have a
problem with concurrency. The α-algorithm is the one that takes the concurrency in the point but on the
other hand it has problems dealing with complicated routing constructs and noise. More robust but less
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precise approach than α-algorithm is presented by Van Dogen [145]. Relatively recently, in the area of
the process discovery theory of regions was used. There exist two approaches: state-based regions and
language-based regions. State-based regions are used to convert a transition system into a Petri net [19].
Language-based regions add places as long as it is still possible to replay the log [9].

2.1.1.2 Enhance activity

Enhance activity uses information gathered from the event log to repair [42] or extend [99] a de jure
process model. As the process model can be discovered or hand-made there could be a need to enhance
it to reflect more the real process execution in reality. It could be used for instance when is figured out
that the process model discovered from event logs does not correspond to de jure process model
anymore. And when the process in reality is executed well, there could rise a need to update de jure
process model.

2.1.1.3 Diagnose activity

Diagnose activity is focused on classical model-based process analysis and does not directly use event
logs. In the area of the model based analysis, there are two main approaches: verification [139] and
performance analysis [127]. Both, verification and performance analysis, rely on the quality of the
analyzed model.

2.1.1.4 Detect activity

Detect activity is focused on detection deviations at the runtime, i.e. comparison of de jure models with
pre mortem data (event data of actually running process instances). If a deviation is discovered at a
moment is a predefined rule violated and an alert is generated [75,134].

2.1.1.5 Check activity

Check activity compares post mortem event logs with de jure models. It is a conformance check between
data of real execution of the process and the process model. The process model has been modeled by
the process modeling from the top or mined by the process mining and became de jure model and should
be followed. Thanks to check activity we can see deviations and identify the level of compliance.

It is one of the strongest fields of the process mining, there were presented many techniques and
approaches [2,17,33,83,133]. The main idea of the conformance checking is based on “replaying” the
event log and evaluating how much the event log fits to the process model.  For example, a technique
presented in the paper of Rozinat [98] computes the fitness of a model by comparing the number of
missing and remaining tokens with the number of consumed and produced tokens during replay. Another
more sophisticated technique [133] creates as – so-called alignment which relates a trace in the event
log to an execution sequence of the model that is as similar as possible. The technique goes through a
trace and the alignment consists of steps where log and model agree on the activity. Predefined penalties
are if the model has to make a move without a trace moves or if a trace has to make a move without a
model moves. This is how the technique computes the fitness. For each trace in the event log an
alignment with the lowest cost is selected.
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2.1.1.6 Compare activity

Compare activity is dedicated to highlighting differences and commonalities between a de jure model
and de facto model. There exist traditional equivalence notions [147] and alternative similarity notions
[37,151].

2.1.1.7 Promote activity

Promote activity takes parts of the de facto models and coverts and imports them into the de jure models.
It means that the model that was designed to control and prescribe processes is updated by the
information based on model learned from event data. For example we can import some best practices
that were discovered and followed during the real execution of the process.

2.1.1.8 Explore activity

Explore activity focuses on visualization and comparison of running cases with similar cases that were
handled in history. The benefit is that, it is possible to explore business processes at run-time and in case
of some problem do appropriate action.

2.1.1.9 Predict activity

Predict activity uses current data and models and predicts future behavior of running cases. It is a
combination of information about running cases with the process model (discovered or hand-made).
This is not topic only for process mining, it is a topic interesting also for other research domains.
However, there exist several techniques directly created based on process mining. For example Aalst
[136], Huang [56] and Van Dongen [142] are focused in their research to time prediction based on
process mining.

2.1.1.10 Recommend activity

Recommend activity focuses on recommending suitable actions for the running cases. If the data about
historical cases are known, then it is possible to make predictions and recommendations based on it. The
idea behind this activity is for example following. Process can have several steps, each step has some
weaknesses and strong points, and this activity aims to provide fact based recommendations, which
future step to use. Problematic of recommendation is discussed in the work of Schonenberg [110], which
is also well cited by new approaches in this area.

Years ago, process mining was known as a discipline that is focused on the process discovery and
conformance check. These days, as there are ten activities and overall process mining framework, like
is described in previous paragraphs of this thesis, it shows that process mining raised much more beyond
process discovery. In following years, as there is a trend of rapidly growing event data stored in
information systems, the importance of process mining will still raise, activities and connection to the
other disciplines will be extended by new methods and approaches.
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2.1.2 Event Log
Table 1 depicts an example of the event log, which is one of the basic points in the process mining.
Event log stores information captured about particular process cases in the form of activities. Activity
is well defined step of the process and is related to a particular case, it means process instance. One run
of the process consists of selected events and its particular activities from the log and it is called a trace.
In other words trace is a sequence of the activities for a particular case [128].

The event log is the backbone of the process mining. It is the well of process data, which can be then
analyzed. Example of the standard event log is described in Table 1. We can see that case number 123
has five events, that contain activities and its trace is A,B,C,D,X. Event with ID 111 started in the 2015-
01-05 10:55:10 and Activity A was performed by user01 from department 1. Event log could contain
more information about the event such as user, department, cost, end time of the event, and so on. In the
other words, it depends on that what kind of data information system is able to store.

In the log can be multiple cases with the same trace. For example trace A,B,C,D,X can be contained
multiple times. In practical usage of the process mining is also important to distinguish frequent traces
and infrequent traces. It means if the trace is major and executed in 99 percent of all cases or if it is a
unique case.

Table 1 Event log – example

Case ID Event ID Properties
Time start Activity User Department …

123 111 2015-01-05  10:55:10 A user01 1
123 112 2015-01-05  10:55:56 B user01 1
123 113 2015-01-07  16:35:10 C user01 1
123 114 2015-01-08  09:10:46 D user02 9
123 115 2015-01-08  10:30:11 X user01 1
155 553 2015-01-05  08:13:03 A user01 1
155 554 2015-01-05  09:18:19 B user01 1
155 555 2015-01-05  10:49:28 D user02 9

2.1.3 Applications of the Process Mining
Algorithms, approaches and methods of the process mining have been continuously proved in the real
practice. Currently, there exist many papers of application of process mining in many domains, e.g.
public services [136], service management [38,148], financial services [34,61], healthcare [1,71,77],
education [97], prediction of water-inrush risks [59], and many others. However, often before an
application to a particular domain, process mining methods have to be adjusted for usage in that domain.
Paper [77] describes data challenges that process mining is facing while it is used in the area of
healthcare. It opens a discussion and research how the process mining methods have to be adjusted for
usage in this domain.
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2.1.4 Process Mining and Software Process
Applications and case studies of process mining in other domain are described in the previous section.
In this section we are focused on process mining and its application and adjustment into the area of
software development, respectively software process.

2.1.4.1 Software process

In the area of software process Yu and Wang [155] are focused on mining collaboration patterns. In
detail, they are focused on the things like which activities always run in sequence or in parallel, if it is
done by a group of users or single user. Improvement of software development process using process
mining was also presented Sebu [106], where authors used methods of process mining to construct de
facto process model and discover other statistical information about process. Based on these
information, they proposed action plan how to improve this particular software development process.
Another work, done by Santos [105], is focused on the efficiency of software process and analyzing by
process mining the parts, which can be tailored in the process.

2.1.4.2 Process mining and software process standards

The software development is also more and more driven by information systems, issues tracking
systems, or workflow systems. This is reflected by Valle [126], where his work focuses on standards of
software development, namely CMMI and its appraisal SCAMPI method. Methods of process mining
are used to gather information from logs of these systems to support process assessments based on
mentioned standards.

2.1.4.3 Software system improvement by process mining application

Many researchers are focused on application of process mining in software development as an approach
to improve the software system, respectively software product, itself. In paper [101], Rubin presented
usage of process mining for analysis of user interaction with the software to monitor a measure its real
usage, which can be used for software improvement. Dabrowski in [25] presented also another user
interaction analysis using process mining focused on improvement of existing system’s functionalities.

In 2015, Aalst presented a key note paper [129] explaining research program “Big Software on the Run”.
The idea is to use a process mining in software development as analysis of the running system in their
natural habitat rather than through testing or software design. Then the mined behavior of the software
can be analyzed and used to find a failure that can be improved. Of course, by this approach, we cannot
completely skip the testing a detailed design analysis, and especially not in critical software systems.
However, it can be used as one of the possibilities how to identify possible failures during the system
execution. For non-critical software systems, which are developed by agile development, it could be
feasible to implement this approach, as is presented by Rubin [100]. An example of software analysis
and issues of this domain is presented by Liu [74], where he analyzed running software system in the
meaning of its components, which can be seen almost as separate sub systems. The result is discovery
behavior model of the individual components of the software.
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All researchers and applications of process mining to software process, respectively software product,
shows us that process mining is rising topic and can be applied in this domain in different variations.

2.1.5 ProM – Tool Support for Process Mining
Nowadays there exist many commercial tools in process mining domain. It always depends on the type
of usage of the tool, as there are tools focused only on one part of process mining activities, or tool only
as a plugin to organizational suite of tools.

On the other hand there is ProM [144], which is an open-source process mining platform. It contains
more than 1500 plugins and majority of academic research is conducted by this tool. As it is an open
source platform, each research group can implement its own plugins, which can be added to ProM.

More information about commercial, non-commercial tools and ProM is described in the book written
by Aalst [130].

2.2 Methodologies for Process Mining and Process
Modeling

Methodology is a system of methods used in a particular area of study or activity [160]. The
methodology is a guide how to apply methods and help the practitioner to fulfill desired goal. We are
focused on methodologies for process modeling, analysis and support in the area of process mining and
process modeling.

2.2.1 Process Mining Methodologies
Following paragraphs focus on introduction of selected most known process mining methodologies.

2.2.1.1 Process Diagnostic Method (PDM)

This methodology serves as quick process diagnostic using some of the process mining methods and
possibilities. It consists of five phases focused on de facto process model analysis – log preparation, log
inspection, control flow analysis, performance analysis and role analysis. The advantage of the
methodology is that it can be performed in short period of time. The outcomes of the methodology show
three main views to the de facto process. It is the control flow perspective, i.e.  “how  the  process  model
actually  looks like”,  the  performance  perspective,  i.e.  “how  well  does  the system perform” and the
organizational perspective, i.e. “who is  involved  in  the  process  and  how” [15].

The methodology does not focus on de jure model and its conformance check, it is focused mainly on
usage of process mining methods for analysis of actually running process in the information system or
systems.

The methodology was used in case study in a Dutch governmental organization by Bozkaya [15], or
also in other domains, such as production planning by Mahendrawathi [76].
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2.2.1.2 Business Process Analysis (BPA)

Rebuge presented methodology for business process analysis in healthcare environments (BPA) [96],
which is based on the Process Diagnostic Method. The extension is the addition of Sequence Clustering
Analysis, which can be used to sort different behaviors in the logs with large amount of noise.
Methodology is meant to be used in healthcare environment, because medical logs are exactly the logs
with large amount of noise. Methodology was tested in various healthcare processes [96].

The methodology fully or partially serves as inspiration and basis for many extensions and applications
in healthcare domain, e.g. process reengineering in healthcare as is presented in the work of
Chanpuypetch [58] or analysis of complex patient care processes in the work of Wang [150].

2.2.1.3 L* life-cycle model for mining Lasagna processes

L* is reference model describing the life-cycle of a typical process mining project to improve Lasagna
process done by Aalst and his team [130]. It has five stages, where each of it refers to process mining
activity described in process mining framework in Figure 3. The stages are following:

- Stage 0 – Plan and justify
o Focus on planning a proper process mining project, e.g. data-driven, question-driven,

or goal-driven.
- Stage 1 – Extract

o All necessary information are gathered from systems, domain experts and management.
- Stage 2 – Create control-flow model and connect event log

o It creates control flow, which is basis of any process model.
o Process mining activities, such as explore, discover, check, compare, and promote can

be used.
- Stage 3 – Create integrated process model

o This stage focus on addition of extra views to the control flow model. For example time,
organization or case perspective.

o The integrated model then can be used for understanding process, identifying
bottlenecks, or running simulations

o Process mining activity enhance can be used
- Stage 4 – Operational support

o Operational support is based on the activities provided by process mining, which is
detect, predict, recommend

L* was later also refined by Aalst and his team in PM2: a Process Mining Project Methodology, which
was conducted based on case study in cooperation with IBM [146].

2.2.1 Process Modeling Methodologies
Following paragraphs focus on introduction of selected most known process modeling methodologies.
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2.2.1.1 Architecture of Integrated Information Systems (ARIS)

This approach for enterprise modeling started as academic research in the 1990s by August-Wilhelm
Scheer [109]. However, it has become very popular in industry and become mainstream in business
modeling standards. It provides many possibilities of modeling and support of enterprise processes. It is
based on Event driven process chain modeling technique, during the years it was extended to many other
modeling languages, such as UML, and possibilities of process modeling and process control. It has also
strong tool support with integrated tools. More information is in book by August -Wilhelm Scheer [108]
or by Rob Davis [29].

Organization View

Data View Control
View

Function
View

Product View

Figure 4 ARIS house

ARIS has several perspectives described in ARIS house, which is depicted in Figure 4. It is
Organizational view, Data view, Functional view and Control view, which is mutually connected to all
other views and provides control of aspects from all other views. The last view is Product/Service view
– as an output of organizational processes.

2.2.1.2 Zachman Framework

Zachman Framework is not a methodology, but a structure, framework, for enterprise architecture. It
was proposed by Zachman in his work at IBM [157]. The framework provides a formal and structured
possibilities to view and define the enterprise.

The framework consist of two-dimensional matrix, which provides process and question perspective
projection to models. There is no single model, which can describe whole enterprise, thus there is always
different view to it [10]. Figure 5 depicts Zachman Framework matrix, where in columns are questions,
which brings different points of view to the aspects of the particular solution described in the rows. The
particular cell then describes problem solution, which is answered from the question perspective.
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2.3 Sequence Alignment Methods
In the area of process mining, the methods of the sequence alignment were firstly introduced by Esign
and Karagoz [39] in 2013 and extension of the work in 2015 [40]. The focus of their work was the
quantitative approach for performing process diagnostics. The approach uses sequence alignment
methods for delta analysis. It is a comparison of actually performed process and prescriptive reference
model [141].

In 2016 Joerg Evermann in the area of sequence alignment methods and their usage in process mining
field presented approach [41], which is focused on clustering process traces using sequence alignment.
It presents new clustering method called AlignCluster, which uses sequence alignment methods
developed for analysis of DNA in bioinformatics discipline and combine it with Multi-dimensional
scaling [22] and k-mean clustering [50]. The work is focused only on process structure; it means its
traces.

In sequence alignment domain exists several methods and approaches. In following paragraphs, we
present four methods, which could be suitable for usage in process mining domain. These sequence
alignment methods were so far also used and tested in other research areas than process mining. As an
example we can mention in e-learning area [111], in analysis of the behavior of agents during the
simulation [113] and in analysis of user behavior on the web [112].

2.3.1 Longest Common Substring Method (LCS)
The basic approach to the comparison of two sequences, where the order of elements is important, is the
Longest Common Substring method (LCS). This is used in exact matching problems [48]. It is obvious
from the name of the method that its main principle is to find the length of the common longest substring.
The LCS method respects the order of elements within a sequence. However, the main disadvantage of
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this method is that it can only find the identical subsequences, which meet the characteristics of
substrings.

Unlike substrings, the objects in a subsequence might be intermingled with other objects that are not in
the sequence.

2.3.2 The Longest Common Subsequence Method (LCSS)
The Longest Common Subsequence Method (LCSS) allows to find the common subsequence [55].
Contrary to the LCS method, the LCSS method allows (or ignores) these extra elements in the sequence
and, therefore, it is immune to slight distortions.

2.3.3 The Time-Warped Longest Common Subsequence (TWLCS)
The third selected method is The Time-Warped Longest Common Subsequence (TWLCS)[47]. This
method combines the advantages of the LCSS method with dynamic time warping [82]. Dynamic time
warping is used for finding the optimal visualization of elements in two sequences to match them as
much as possible. This method is immune to minor distortions and to time non-linearity. It is able to
compare sequences, which are for standard metrics, evidently not comparable. The methods LCS and
LCSS used for the comparison of sequences find the longest common subsequence of compared
sequences and , where ( ⊆ ) ∧ ( ⊆ ). The relation weight ( , ) between the sequences
and was counted by Equation 1:

( , ) = ( )( ) ( ) ( ( ), ( ))( ( ), ( )) (1)

where ( ) and ( ) are lengths of the compared sequences and , and ( ) is a length of a
subsequence . Equation 1 takes account of the possible diference between ( ) and ( ). Due to this
reason, is adapted so that ( , ) is strengthened in the case of similar lengths of sequences and

, and analogically weakened in the case of higher difference of ( ) and ( ). For the methods LCS
and LCSS, meets all the similarity conditions: ≥ 0, ( , ) = 1, ( , ) >( , ) ( , ) = ( , ).
The output is only the sequence which characterizes the relation between the sequences and for
T-WLCS method. Therefore, ( , ) does not meet all the similarity conditions due to its
characteristics. Respectively, it is possible that ( , ) > ( , ). Although we know that( , ) is not a similarity for T-WLCS method, due to a simplification, the 'sequence similarity' will
be used as a relation weight ( , ) between the sequences and for all the methods of sequence
comparison in the thesis.

2.3.4 Levenshtein Distance
Levenshtein distance is a method, which measures difference between two sequences. It measures how
many single character edits are needed to change from one sequence to second sequence. It is often used
as edit distance or for finding typographical errors [107].
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2.4 Software Process Prediction based on Use Cases
Many methods were published in the area of estimations for software development projects. These
estimations are useful and practical in early stages of software development. Research on software
estimations started in late 1950’s [88]. In the early 90s, Heemstra presented basic ideas of why, when
and how to estimate projects in the paper “Software cost estimation in Information and Software
Technology” [51]. This paper describes the importance of the estimation of projects. However,
estimations at an early stage of the project even that they are needed, it is a point when all details of the
problem are not yet known, and thus the estimation is quite hard. It is called the size estimation paradox
[36].

The research related to the estimation, or prediction, of parameters of the software development projects
is mainly divided into three areas [79]:

- Algorithmic models
o Algorithmic models are used for calculation of predicted size of the software system.

These methods are focused on software artifact and based on that estimating predicted
size of whole software.

o As a representative of this methods is COCOMO presented by Boehm [13], later
updated to COCOMO II [12]. This methodology computes effort as a function of the
program size and the set of cost drivers in separate project phases.

o Function Point Analysis (FPA) was presented by Allan Albrecht in 1979 [6], which
measures the functionality of software. It focuses on that, what end-user can see. It
measures by five parameters that the size of software depends on. These parameters
include inputs, outputs, inquiries, internal files and external interfaces [87].

o The method that is directly focused on use case is Use Case Points method (UCP),
which was firstly described by Gustav Karner in 1993 [89]. It calculates the effort by
size metric-use case points based on use case analysis. However, it has many
disadvantages, as is discussed by Nassif [86]. Such as, it is not covering everything,
what can be found in the use case description, or it has the same weight. It is difficult
to prepare metric, which is able to cover all, what can appear in use case.

- Expert judgment
o Expert judgment methods use a systematic approach of a domain expert, a team of

experts, to estimate the software based on historical data [57]. There are used several
technics for communication within the expert team, such as Delphi [26]. Expert
judgment is based mainly on the opinion and experiences of individual project
estimators, they can easily vary and results are not reusable and rely on the person, or
team. However, the advantage is that the method is relatively cheap and fast.

- Machine learning
o With the growth of significance of machine learning methods and growing computation

possibilities of a personal computer, there is the growth of estimation methods using
different machine learning methods, such as fuzzy logic and neural networks. An
overview of machine learning based software development effort estimation models is
discussed by Wen [153].
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2.5 Machine Learning Methods
Machine learning is a field of computer science [45]. The popular definition of machine learning from
Stanford University [162]: „Machine learning is the science of getting computers to act without being
explicitly programmed“. It means that computer, by machine learning algorithms, learns based on some
examples and training data, how to interpret, or map, inputs to results. It can find the patterns, which
human is not able to, or not in such short time, identify. Machine learning methods are known and aim
of many research groups for few decades [103]. However, in latest 90s its importance started to
incredibility raise, because of increasing computation power that is available almost for everyone.

Machine learning methods can be divided into two main categories according to the tasks – supervised
learning [69] and unsupervised learning [102]. Supervised learning is with guidance, where there are
given inputs and outputs and machine learning method is trying to find a general way, or model, of
mapping inputs to given outputs. Example of this task is classification methods, where classes are known
and machine learning method is trying every new input to map to given classes. On another side stands
unsupervised learning, which has no limitations on a number of classes and based on settings is finding
its own structure and groups in given inputs. Example of this task are clustering methods.

In this thesis, we are focused on supervised learning that supports so called predictive modeling [90].
For mentioned purposes, it can serve Evolutionary fuzzy rules and Support vector machines methods,
which are described in following sections.

2.5.1 Evolutionary Fuzzy Rules
Evolutionary fuzzy rules [11,70] (FRs) are fuzzy classifiers heavily inspired by the area of information
retrieval (IR). In the IR, extended Boolean IR model utilizes fuzzy set theory and fuzzy logic to facilitate
flexible and accurate search [91]. It uses extended Boolean queries that contain search terms, operators,
and weights and evaluates them against an internal representation (index) of a collection of documents.
FRs use similar data structures, basic concepts, and operations and apply them to general data processing
such as classification, prediction, and so forth.

The database used by the FR is a real valued matrix. Each row of the matrix corresponds to a single data
record which is interpreted as a fuzzy set of features. Such a general real valued matrix D with m rows
(data records) and n columns (data attributes, features) can be mapped to an IR index that describes a
collection of documents.

The FR has the form of a weighted symbolic expression roughly corresponding to an extended Boolean
query in the fuzzy IR analogy. The predictor consists of weighted feature names and weighted
aggregation operators. The evaluation of such an expression assigns a real value from the range [0,1] to
each data record. Such a valuation can be interpreted as an ordering, labeling, or a fuzzy set induced on
the data records.

The FR is a symbolic expression that can be parsed into a tree structure. The tree structure consists of
nodes and leafs (i.e. terminal nodes). In the fuzzy rule, three types of terminal nodes are recognized:
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1. Feature node which represents the name of a feature (a search term in the IR analogy). It defines
a requirement on a particular feature in the currently processed data record.

2. Past feature node which defines a requirement on certain feature in a previous data record. The
index of the previous data record (current – 1, current – 2, etc.) is a parameter of the node.

3. Past output node which puts a requirement on a previous output of the predictor. The index of
the previous output (current – 1, current – 2) is a parameter of the node.

An example of FR written down using a simple infix notation is given bellow:feature1:0.5 and:0.4 (feature2[1]:0.3 or:0.1 ([1]:0.1 and:0.2 [2]:0.3))
where feature1:0.5 is a feature node, feature2[1]:0.3 is a past feature node, and [1]:0.5 is a past output
node. Different node types can be used when dealing with different data sets. For example, the past
feature node and past output node are useful for the analysis of time series and data sets where the
ordering of the records matters, but their usage is pointless for the analysis of regular data sets. The
feature node is the basic building block of predictors developed for any type of data.

Operator nodes supported currently by the fuzzy rule are and, or, not, prod, and sum nodes but more
general or domain specific operators can be defined. Both nodes and leafs are weighted to soften the
criteria they represent.

The operators and, or, not, prod, and sum can be evaluated using fuzzy set operations. Fuzzy set
operations are extensions of crisp set operations on fuzzy sets [156]. They are defined using the
characteristic functions of operated fuzzy sets [125]. Zadeh, in his work [156], defined basic formulas
to evaluate the complement, union, and intersection of fuzzy sets. But besides these standard fuzzy set
operations, whole classes of prescriptions for the complements, intersections, and unions on fuzzy sets
were defined [44].

This study employed standard t-norm (2) and t-conorm (3) for the implementation of and and or
operators and fuzzy complement for the evaluation of the not operator (4). Product t-norm (5) was used
to evaluate the prod operator and dual product t-conorm (6) was used to evaluate the sum operator.( , ) = ( , ) (2)( , ) = ( , ) (3)( ) = 1 − (4)( , ) = (5)( , ) = + − (6)

The FR is a simple version of a general fuzzy classifier. In contrast to more complex fuzzy rule-based
systems that usually constitute traditional fuzzy classifiers, it consists of a single expression that
describes soft requirements on data records in terms of data features. The fuzzy rule modeling selected
attribute of a data set is in this study created by means of genetic programming [3]. The tree structures
of parsed fuzzy rules are evolved by iterative application of crossover, mutation, and selection operators
in order to find an accurate model of the training data. The IR measure F-Score was used as fitness
function [70].
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For more information about fuzzy rules, their structure, weighting, evaluation, and evolution see work
of Krömer [70] or Beshah [11].

2.5.2 Support Vector Machines
Support vector machines (SVM) represent a family of supervised machine learning methods based on
statistical learning theory originally proposed by Vapnik [18,63]. SVM were designed to find an optimal
directed hyperplane separating two non-overlapping classes of data with the help of support vectors (i.e.
the points in the data closest to the separating hyperplane) [18]. However, later extensions enabled the
SVM to learn and classify multiple classes of data, overlapping classes, and noisy data by the
introduction of slack variables , ∗ that enable soft-margin classifiers [18,49].

The SVM uses a linear separating hyperplane to construct a classifier with maximum margin by means
of constrained non-linear optimization [63]. Data that is not linearly separable can be processed by the
SVM with the help of kernel substitution (kernel trick), i.e. a transformation of input data to a high-
dimensional feature space where it might be linearly separable [18,52]. The SVM combine both, success
in practical applications and well-established theoretical background.

The basic SVM for binary classification aims to learn a decision function [18]( ) = ( ⋅ + ) (7)

where ⋅ is dot product, x is the set of input data vectors (points) , , … , and ( ) is the vector of
corresponding labels , , … , , subject to = ±1. In a geometrical representation, the hyperplanes⋅ + = 1 and ⋅ + = −1 are called canonical hyperplanes and the area between them margin
band. Maximizing the margin (i.e. finding optimal hyperplane) involves maximization of the function( ) = ∑ − ∑ , ( ⋅ ) (8)

subject to ≥ 0, ∑ = 0 (9)

where is a kernel used for mapping of input data to high-dimensional feature space (kernel
substitution) and , are Lagrange multipliers. Bias is given by [18]

= − max= −1 ∑ ( , ) + min= 1 ∑ ( , ) (10)

The learning of an SVM can be formulated as a quadratic programming problem and implemented using
quadratic programming methods [18].

2.5.3 Performance Metrics for Predictive Modeling
The classification task of learning on historical data and then predict values of new inputs by machine
learning methods is also called as Predictive modeling. This section present metrics that are used for
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performance measurement of predictive models created by machine learning methods for classification
tasks. It is well described in detail in the book written by Olson [90].

The main source of measurement is a coincidence matrix, which is depictured at Figure 6. It is focused
on classification task with two possible results, called classes, – positive and negative. This is a case,
which we are focused on in our experiments described in section 5.2 Case Study. For usage at more
possible classes, not binary, the coincidence matrix and all related measurements, have to be extended.

Figure 6 Coincidence matrix [90]

Rows of the matrix in Figure 6 describe predicted class and columns describe true class. It means, when
predicted class is positive and true class is also positive class then it is True Positive Count (TP). When
predicted class is negative and true class is also negative, then it is True Negative Count (TN). These
two counts in diagonal of the matrix represent correct decision made by the prediction model. On the
other hand stands incorrect decisions. When predicted class is negative and true class is positive then it
is False Negative Count (FN). And when predicted class is positive and true class is negative, then it is
False Positive Count (FP).

Based on the TP, TN, FN and FP counts can be calculated several measures. We present the interesting
measures for the use in this thesis:

- True Positive Rate (TPR, Sensitivity) – as it is described in quotation 11, it calculates prediction
probability of value that is in true class positive. In other words, it shows the probability that the
model correctly predicts positive values. It can have values from 0 to 1, where 1 is the best.

TPR = (11)

- True Negative Rate (TNR, Specificity) – as it is described in quotation 12, it calculates
prediction probability of value that is in true class negative. In other words, it shows the
probability that the model correctly predicts negative values. It can have values from 0 to 1,
where 1 is the best.

TNR = (12)
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- Accuracy (ACC) – as it is described in quotation 13, it is the ratio of true positive count plus
true negative count and number of all population. In other words, it shows the probability that
the model correctly predicts any value. It can have values from 0 to 1, where 1 is the best.

Accuracy = (13)
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3 RESEARCH STRUCTURE
This section is dedicated to essentials of the research described in this thesis. Following subsections
describe three main research questions, which are based on research challenges mentioned in section
1.2 Problem Statement and Research Challenges, and the state of the art discussed in section 2 State of
the Art.

3.1 Research Question 1
Research challenge described in Process mining Manifesto [131], C9: Combining process mining with
other types of analysis, highlights that adoption of different methods from well-defined domains can
bring a new point of view to the analysis of event log and particular process enactment. As it was
described in section of research challenges (1.2.1 Combination Process Mining and Other Types of
Analysis), which are driving this research, it brings ideas to adopt sequence alignment methods.

Sequence alignment methods, as it is introduces in state of the art, serve as methods for finding similar
sequences [81]. These methods were so far applied in several domains. Challenging is also to adopt
sequence alignment methods to process mining domain, where is a process trace, which also can be seen
as a sequence of activities. As it was presented in state of the art, Joerg Evermann [41] in his work is
focused on clustering of process traces by sequence alignment methods. The same point of view, to
clustering of process traces, is also presented in work of De Koninck [30]. However, all of this work is
focused directly on process trace, without any additional information. This brings us to following
research gap, and forming of research question.

Research Question 1: How to use sequence alignment methods to be able to find similar process cases
with a possibility to add other process information?

Hypothesis 1: Methods of sequence alignment can be used as a supportive method for different process
cases comparison and finding similarities. Sequence alignment methods are usually used to compare
different sequences. Process trace can also be seen as a sequence of activities. Therefore, it could be
possible to use it for finding similarities in process structure; it means ordered activities. As in different
process situation could also be data about user performing the process activity, or duration of the activity,
there has to be prepared more types of sequences to include also information about a duration of
activities and users that performed a specific task.

3.2 Research Question 2
Research challenge described in Process mining Manifesto [131], C8: Providing operational support,
underlined challenges in the field of prediction of future process steps based on running process cases.

We are building on research challenge defined in section 1.2.2 Process Mining with Focus on Process
Prediction, where we have specified research challenge in the field of software development process
prediction based on process artifact use case.
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Although many technics and approaches have been discussed, there is still not universal approach, which
can work for all software development processes, and from the essential point of view it probably even
cannot be. Every process, every company have another possibility to, e.g. store all the data necessary
for estimations. Practitioners are often faced with the lack of explicit cost and resource data collected
from past historical project [51]. Also there is an issue with the usability of these technics, where the
initial set up costs too much time, to be used in companies. Many approaches and methods discussed
are also more dataset depended, that it is suitable for particular dataset type and not for others. Dejaeger
in his work [35], provides an overview of different approaches and their comparison. Also an overview
of resource estimation in software engineering is discussed by Nassif [86] and Briand [16].

However, it is still a research and industry topic, which estimation and prediction approaches can be
used, and how it can be enhanced. The latest trend at beginning of 21st century aims to the usage of
machine learning methods. Overview of usage machine learning methods to adjust weight of Use Case
Points [89] method is presented by Azzeh [8]. However, it is based directly on calculation of points and
estimation effort in hours.

The research gap is in the prediction based on use cases, where it is not focused directly to use case and
size of software system as other mentioned estimation techniques, but on the use case and its connection
to the process case. Moreover, there is also in the practice often lack of data, as described by Heemstra
[51]. Therefore, it leads us to following research question.

Research Question 2: How to predict future process steps based on use case description by using
machine learning methods in real case scenarios with lack of data?

Hypothesis 2: It is possible by machine learning methods to learn a predictive model on historical
process cases based on use case. Prediction is made by information in which class a new process case
fits. This requires that particular use case descriptions will be machine-readable and comparable.
Solution to this is a parametrization of use case description and parametrization of process case to be
able to create a vector, which is then possible to process by machine learning methods. Parametrization
of process case can be created based on the actual data available for a prediction.

3.3 Research Question 3
Research challenge mentioned in section 1.2.3 Combination of Process Mining and Process Modeling
described the need for overall methodology, which will cover process modeling and process mining
approaches.

On the one hand, as is described in section 2.2.1 Process Mining Methodologies, there are
methodologies, which are focused on support of process analysis based on event logs. As an example
are L* or PM2 [130,146], which describe methodology for typical process mining project. It starts by
creation of control flow process model. The aim and idea of the methodology is always that process
analysis starts by creation of control flow model from the event logs. However, it does not take into the
account the possible process modeling and possible process rules defined. It supports process analysis
and modeling from the “bottom”.
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On the other hand, there exists also many methodologies with long history, which are focused on
business process modeling. The selected methods are described in subsection of State of the Art in
section 2.2.1 Process Modeling Methodologies. The issue of ARIS methodology [108] is that even it
has business process analysis and control part, it is still not connected fully to actually running process
cases, its event logs. It does not fully support the idea of process mining. On the other hand there is also
Zachman Framework [10], which supports idea of many views to enterprise architecture. However, it is
not a methodology, it is framework to be applied.

We have developed within our research team unified methodology for process modeling inspired and
partially build on Zachman Framework. The methodology is based on formal knowledge-based process
modeling framework – Knowledge Support Framework for Software Processes [65,66,68]. It includes
modeling based on several layers – single process meta-model terminology defined in a formal way,
utilization of explicit reusable knowledge profiles and intuitive visual modeling method based on
diagrammatic language capable of software process modeling based on process patterns. It was
developed mainly for software processes. However, as the software process is a specialization of
business process, it could be used for all types of processes. In other words it offers complex
methodology for modeling processes from the “top”.

With rising needs of analysis of real process enactment, which is also multiplied by a need of having
process models actual according to reality or also by a need to improve process models. Process mining
analysis is not completely accurate without proper knowledge described by process modeling. Process
modeling adds to process mining knowledge about process purposes and business goals. There rises a
need for unified methodology combining of approaches from process modeling and process mining,
respectively “top” and “bottom”.

Therefore, we formulate following research question:

Research Question 3: How to combine process mining and process modeling to create methodology,
which will support activities from process mining and combine it with process modeling methodology
supported by formal layer?

Hypothesis 3: We have already developed the methodology for process modeling supported by formal
layer. The methodology can be extended to cover “the whole circle”. It means the creation of process
model and then check of real process executions, if the process model is followed. With the formal layer,
and different layers of process rules and process model, there is a possibility to use discover, check,
enhance, or promote activities for different layers by information gathered from real process execution.

3.4 Research Objectives and Methodology
The main focus of this thesis is to answer three formulated research questions, which aim to propose
new approaches in process mining domain, to support intelligent process support with a use of process
mining.
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Research objectives and boundaries are driven by research questions, which are presented in previous
sections. The principal objective of the thesis is confirmation of revocation research hypothesis
formulated based on the research questions. Three main research questions are based on state of the art
and main research challenges described in section 1.2 Problem Statement and Research Challenges –
Combination process mining and other types of analysis, Process mining with focus on process
prediction, and Combination of process mining and process modeling.

General research methodology consists of discussion of the approach, proposal of the approach, which
will support idea of hypothesis. Hypothesis is based on state of the art and research challenges.
Confirmation of the approach and prove of the hypothesis is presented on real data from the companies
or on simulated example. Within case study results are also discussed with domain experts. Particular
approach based on each research questions is described in following paragraphs:

Research based on Research Question 1 is described in section 4.2 Process Analysis based on the
Sequence Alignment. It includes the proposal of new approach adopting sequence alignment methods
to process mining domain. The research contains two main research challenges, which is to select proper
sequence alignment methods for required usage and proposal of sequence types to be able to contain
additional information about particular process activities. The proposed approach is tested on case study
from the real company, where we also have as data preparation analyzed the information system event
log by using process mining methods.

Research based on Research Question 2 is described in section 5 Software Process Prediction based on
Use Cases. It contains the proposal of new approach of process prediction based on process artifact –
use case. The approach contains proposal of new method for parametrization of the use case and process
info. Machine learning methods, such as Evolutionary Fuzzy Rules and Support Vector Machines, are
used to present approach usability. Case study of the approach on real company data focus on accuracy
of the prediction and also on challenges in training settings of the machine learning methods.

Research based on Research Question 3 is described in section 6 Proposal of Methodology for Intelligent
Process Support. It focuses on proposal of methodology combining process modeling and process
mining approaches. The idea of the approach is presented on simulated examples.

Therefore, encapsulated objectives of the thesis, based on research questions are:
- Propose approach adopting sequence alignment methods to process mining domain.
- Propose approach of process prediction based on use cases by using machine learning methods.
- Propose methodology combining process mining with process modeling domain supported by

formal layer.

3.5 Research Context
The research and development of this thesis was done by author that is researcher in the field of computer
science at VSB – Technical University of Ostrava in the Czech Republic. The author is a member of
software engineering and process research group under supervision of prof. RNDr. Václav Snášel, CSc.
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VSB – Technical University of Ostrava (VSB) is, besides other memberships, a member of IT Cluster,
which brings together many Information Technology related companies, organizations and research
institutions. It brings researchers, including the author of this thesis, possibility to cooperate in various
domains with particular company, companies, whole IT Cluster or companies and organizations
associated with the cluster.

These possibilities are reflected in the thesis, as the long term cooperation with partner companies was
also used to justify, that research challenges are also reflecting the needs of companies and organizations
in industry. The progress and results of the thesis, proposed approaches, were discussed with domain
experts and implemented in companies on real data.
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4 BUSINESS PROCESS ANALYSIS USING
PROCESS MINING

This section presents our research based on Research Question 1 (more in section 3.1 Research Question
1). First sub-section, 4.1 Examined Business Process, describes and analyze the business process, which
was selected for our case study. Next sub-section, 4.2 Process Analysis based on the Sequence
Alignment, introduces new proposed approach with the use of a sequence alignment methods and its
usage in the case study.

The business process is defined as a structured, measured set of activities that are designed to produce
a specific output for a particular customer or market [28].

As the definition described, the business process should aim to produce output for a particular customer
or market, also it does not have to be focused only on external business processes, it could produce
output also for internal reasons of the organization. However, from the definition, and not only, is visible
that business process is important for the organization. Well-structured and well-running business
process is one of the essential bricks of the organization success. Thus our research is also focused on
testing the suitability of the approach on real case study from company. The approach is assessed also
according to the usability in such real business process by an expert discussion of results back into the
organization, which provides the data for our research.

4.1 Examined Business Process
This section introduces the analysis of SAP system1 business process that we have selected for analyses
and research [116]. In flowing section data from this process are analyzed. Later it is also used as an
input to testing of new approach based on sequence alignment methods.

The company that cooperated with us in this particular research is international company, which operates
in five European countries. The SAP system is implemented in all of their sites. As also Aalst mentioned
in [149] a typical SAP system has thousands of tables with relevant data, so a starting point has to be
selected. First of all, we need to pick a particular process and determine its scope. Therefore, we have
discussed which process situation is interesting to be analyzed from the company and also our research
point of view. We have selected invoice verification process where is processed approximately 30 000
invoices per year.

1 SAP is an international company with headquarters in Germany, www.sap.com
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Examined business process of the invoice verification is implemented in SAP ERP2 and SAP DMS3,
user activities are controlled by SAP business workflow4.

In Figure 7 is process model of the invoice verification process. There are four activities. It is Creation,
Verification, Approval and Posting activity.

Figure 7 Process model

Users can participate in this process in different roles:
- Accountant – executes activity Creation, Verification and Posting
- Approver – executes activity Approval

Generally, it is the process in which Accountant should create the invoice, verify it, and send to one or
more Approvers. When all Approvers approves the invoice, Accountant posts the invoice.

4.1.1 Data Obtaining and Data Structure
The main task during data preparation was to collect and adjust the application logs to the final structure
needed for the process mining analysis. Data was collected from the workflow system log containing
most information about activities. Then it was needed to make an adjustment, because the basic log
contained the “activity” object that was split between two log fields.

The second important step was the anonymization of the data (so that no real name or legible ID is
present in the analysis). It is possible to find back the original IDs for essential analysis of the real
meaning of results in reality, but with the mapping keys only. Table 2 depicts the structure of adjusted
log that we have used for case study. We have collected data for all fields, but only mandatory fields
were used for further analysis.

Table 2 Data structure of the SAP log

Type Description Obligation
IDOBJ ID of the invoice mandatory
IDACTIVITY ID of the activity mandatory
DATESTART Date when the activity started optional
TIMESTART Time when the activity started optional
DATEEND Date when the activity ended mandatory
TIMEEND Time when the activity ended mandatory

2 SAP ERP is enterprise resource planning system from SAP to manage business operations and customer
relations

3 SAP DMS is document management system from SAP
4 SAP Business Workflow enables the design and execution of business processes within SAP application

systems

www.sap.com
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ROLE Role of the invoice processor (creator, accountant,
approver) mandatory

USER User account of the invoice processor (real user
name) optional

TRANSACTION System transaction run by the user during processing
the activity mandatory

DATA Detailed information about context of the invoice –
specifically ORGID, INVOICETYPE, … optional

We have loaded the log with DATEEND between 1th January 2012 and 30th June 2012, totally we loaded
37 991 records for adjusting.

4.1.2 Data Preparation
4.1.2.1 Mapping of the log to event log

The first task of the data preparation was to map records from the application log to the parts of the
event log of the process mining. Definition of event log is described in the section 2.1.2 Event Log.

The log is mapped in the following way:
- Case – IDOBJ
- Event – ROLE + TRANSACTION
- End time – DATEEND + TIMEEND
- Originator – USER

The connection of the ROLE and TRANSACTION allows to recognize specific events that are
performed by one role in the process. ROLE contains the information, which role is performing a
particular activity (for example Accountant). TRANSACTION contains the information about what
kind of operation is doing a particular role. By connection of these two fields, we recognized following
event classes:

- Invoice Creation (accountant-01) – this event in the real business process means completion of
the invoice (scanned originals, completion of all important fields) or recompletion of the
existing invoice

- Invoice Verification (accountant-02) – this event verifies the formal correctness of the current
invoice (VAT, accounts, …)

- Invoice Approval (approver-04) – this event approves the invoice (responsible persons approve
the factual correctness of the invoice and approve or reject the invoice, or send the workflow
back to the Verification/Creation)

- Invoice Posting (accountant-05) – this event is final posting of the invoice

We have found some unacceptable events in the log during pre-processing analysis. There were missing
mandatory fields of Originator in some events of the log – the reason is that some events were not
processed by manual workflow to the end, but were processed by automatic job without updating the
application log. We removed these (1279) events and all related events of the particular IDOBJ or case.
Thus at the end, the log contains 36 711 events.
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4.1.2.2 Summary of the log and adjustment of data

The log contains 7350 cases of one process, this means 36 711 events. We have analyzed the data by
using process mining tool ProM 6.2 [144].

Table 3 describes occurrences, absolute or relative, of particular activity. Activity Approval is a most
frequented activity in the process.

Table 3 Obtained log – occurrences of all events

Table 4 Obtained log – start events

Table 5 Obtained log – end events

Table 4 depicts start-event classes of the process. That means start classes that are starting activities for
at least one of process case. Table 5 depicts end-event classes of the process. That means activities that
are end for at least one of process case. Both tables show us that there are activities that should not start
or end the process. Some deviations in the process can cause it. By using the ProM method Filter log
using Simple Heuristics, we have selected only the process cases that start with Creation and ends with
Posting activity. It is controlled by the workflow in the SAP, there are no other start and end activities
could possible. Removed cases are deviations of start and end event classes and are caused by the
selection of the time segment from the log for the analysis. Some cases started before 1th January 2012,
and some cases started before 30th June 2012, but ended after that date. It caused incomplete cases that
have to be filtered.

This adjustment of the log caused that filtered log contains 5 424 cases and 30 784 events for further
analysis. The occurrence of the event classes is depicted in Table 6.

Event class Occurrences (absolute) Occurrences (relative)
Approval 15524 42.287%
Creation 7669 20.890%
Verification 7344 20.005%
Posting 6174 16.818%

Event class Occurrences (absolute) Occurrences (relative)
Creation 7218 98.204%
Posting 122 1.660%
Verification 8 0.109%
Approval 2 0.027%

Event class Occurrences (absolute) Occurrences (relative)
Posting 5552 75.537%
Approval 969 13.184%
Verification 496 6.748%
Creation 333 4.531%
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Table 6 Obtained log – occurrences of all events after final filtering

4.1.2.3 Duration of the event

When we look at the histogram of all events that is depicted in Figure 8, where x axis is duration of the
even and y axis is cumulative percentage of events, we can see that there are cases that were completed
in one day, then cases that last two days, etc. There is interesting distribution of the process duration on
this histogram that looks like the waves. The waves are caused by the fact that all events of this process
are performed in window of approximately 8 working hours each day. Then there is a 16 hours delay
until the next working day window appears. Based on experiences and after the consultation with the
company experts, we have categorized the duration of the events.

Figure 8 Histogram of event duration

Duration of the events is categorized into three categories according to the event duration:
- First event duration category – events that last less than 32 hours
- Second event duration category – events that last more than 32 hours and less than 168 hours
- Third event duration category – events that last more than 168

The idea behind is that the first category contains events that last maximally two days, then the second
category contains events lasting more than two days but less than one week, and the last category
contains events that last more than one week.

Event class Occurrences (absolute) Occurrences (relative)
Approval 13 563 44.059%
Creation 5 917 19.221%
Verification 5 652 18.360%
Posting 5 652 18.360%
SUM 30 784 100.000%
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4.1.2.4 Aliases of activities

We have set up aliases for the type of the activities that appear in the events:
- Verification activity is V,
- Creation activity is C,
- Approval activity is A,
- Posting activity is S.

4.1.3 De Facto Process Model
We have reconstructed process model from the log by BPMN Analysis (using Casual Net Miner [132]).
The process model is depicted in Figure 9. The process starts with artificial activity Start and then
continues by activity Creation. Next one is Verification. These two activities Creation and Verification
can be done repeatedly. Next, there is a gateway, where the Approval activity can be skipped. Approval
activity can be done repeatedly too. Last activities are Posting and artificial activity End.

Figure 9 SAP business process – process model

The process model shows even the frequency of the transitions between activities. It is depicted by
numbers next to arcs or by thickness of arcs. When the arc is bolder, then the path is more frequented.
The frequency of transitions between activities is also described in Table 7.

Table 7 SAP business process – occurrence of transitions

We can see the high frequency of regular repeating of Approval activity. It means that invoice is
Approved more than once quite often. Another interesting finding is that Creation and Verification
activities are done always together sequentially.

We have discovered the most frequented paths, respectively all the used paths. Amount of all used paths
(patterns) is 76. Table 8 shows summary of the most frequented and most interesting paths that were
discovered. Detailed analysis of these the most frequented paths is provided in the next section.

Transition Occurrence (absolute)
Creation (C) to Verification (V) 5652
Verification (V) to Approval (A) 5423
Approval (A) to Approval (A) 8140
Approval (A) to Posting (S) 5509
Verification (V) to Creation (C) 228

AC SV
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Table 8 Interesting paths in the process model

4.1.4 Analysis and Feedback
We have analyzed following interesting average time parameters:

- Waiting time between Creating and Verification events is 12 minutes on average. It means that
these two activities are exercised almost at the same time. It is caused by the reason that it is
performed usually by the same person (accountant).

- Average waiting time between particular Approval events is 5.62 days. It is relevant for
managers – they will use it for the motivating actors to process the Approval activity in a shorter
time (better monitoring and remainder tool could be used).

We have analyzed specific paths and discussed the result with the company. We have come to following
results:

- Path 1 – The invoices from this class were found as invoices connected to the purchase
order/contract and with proper receipt without differences (amount, price). Typically there are
invoices for the investments, strategic raw material and overhead invoices with two persons
approving the invoice. This proves that the purchasing system is well defined and settled.

- Path 2 – Most of invoices from path 2 come from the purchase during main business process
and financial services; the confirmation by three persons for specific invoice types were
presented with the motivation to find some level of approval during purchasing process and
reduce the number of approvals during invoice verification. The process is mature and correct,
the motivation is to move one step to purchase phase when this person is also active.

- Path 3 – Most of invoices from path 3 come from the purchase in marketing department; this
testifies maturity of the purchasing along the main business process.

- Path 4 – This class contains invoices of various types. Most of them contain short discussion
between Approvals (request-answer within the meaning of explaining the differences in amount
of maintenance service, providing another document, etc.) otherwise they would fall to Path 1.
This invoice approval process could be shortened only in case that all information required for
invoice approval would be gathered by some “acceptation process – acceptation protocol”. One

Path Case(s) Occurrence (relative) Number of events
Path 1 – 1st most frequented
Trace: CVAAS 2436 44.912% 5

Path 2 – 2nd most frequented
Trace: CVAAAS 1564 28.835% 6

Path 3 – 3rd most frequented
Trace: CVAS 504 9.292% 4

Path 4 – 4th most frequented
Trace: CVAAAS 200 1.862% 7

Path 5 – 5th most frequented
Trace: CVAASS 101 1.862% 7

Path 6 – most time consuming path
Trace: CVCVASAAAAAAASAS 1 0.018% 16

Path 7 – least time consuming path
Trace: CVCVCVAS 1 0.018% 8

Path 8 – without Approval event
Trace: CVS 1 0.018% 3
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invoice set on this path has four Approval steps based on the organizational structure what is
defined in the approving instructions – shortening would mean that these instructions must have
been changed.

- Path 5 – This is possible (but not typical) enactment for the invoice without purchase
order/contract. The purchase order must have been prepared and agreed – from this reason it is
strictly suggested to have the purchase number approved before the invoice comes (otherwise
the invoice is not accepted). This case was combined with issues discussed on Path 8. Another
case from this class was the invoice from key customer created supposedly pursuant to the
contract (but it was a long discussion about legitimacy and correctness – but as the partner was
strategic partner, the invoice was not turned back and the process was prolonged).

- Path 6 – Very specific invoice with irrelevant amount, high priority verification under control
of the company owner, the result is irrelevant for other analysis.

- Path 7 – There was not found any workflow for specific invoices, there are notes at these
invoices with a link to the documents with confirmation (meeting notes) – it means the invoice
was confirmed by competent people, but out of the workflow system.

- Path 8 – Repetition of the “posting” step always means that the first approver of the invoice
refused the responsibility for this invoice (step “not me”). Such decision has mostly reason in
assignment of competencies, sometimes in mistakes in invoice classification or other typing
error. We see that although this is the 5th frequented scenario, but it occurred only in 1.8% of
cases – it is now on managers’ decision if cost of improvements will be compensated by benefits.
Monitoring of this path is suggested for the future.

4.2 Process Analysis based on the Sequence Alignment
This section is based on Research Question 1 – How to use sequence alignment methods to be able to
find similar process cases with a possibility to add other process information? Our aim in this section is
adopting and adjusting of sequence alignment methods to the business process mining area with the
consideration to its specific characteristics, especially to be able to determine the similarity between the
business process cases.

The hypothesis is that methods of sequence alignment can be used as a supportive method for different
process cases comparison and finding similarities. Because sequence alignment methods can compare
similarities in different sequences and process trace can be also seen as a sequence. Therefore, it has to
be prepared several sequence types, to include information about process structure, and also information
about a duration of activities and users that performed a specific task.

We have used the event log that is described in the previous section. Thus for this analysis of the business
process, there is the process situation where are captured activities of the process, users performing this
activities and duration of each activity – abstraction is depicted in Figure 10.
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Artifact

Process Model (Abstract View)

Role/User

Activity 1

Role/User

Activity 2

Figure 10 Abstraction of simplified process model – process situation in business process analysis

Our intention is also to use and adopt sequence alignment methods (state of the art is in section 2.3
Sequence Alignment Methods) as one of the methods for data pre-processing that can be later used for
process cases clustering and finding similarities. Since the sequence alignment methods work with the
sequences there are following challenges:

- Challenge 1 – Prepare suitable sequence types that reflect the process trace and possible to
process it with sequence alignment methods. The sequence must be prepared from the
perspective of intended view of the process – we are adoption information about trace, time and
user of event, respectively duration of the process activity and originator of the activity.

- Challenge 2 – Find and adjust sequence alignment method, or methods, that are possible to use
for designed sequence and for usage in process mining

4.2.1 Challenge 1 – Sequence Preparation
The first challenge is to prepare the sequence in several types, which can handle different information
about the process execution.

As the event log, which was described in section 4.1 Examined Business Process, contains information
about performed event, user who performed that event, duration of event, there is a possibility to prepare
different points of view to process. Thus, we have defined four sequence types, respectively trace types:

- Type A – Events without information about Time and Users,
- Type B – Events with information about Time and without information about Users,
- Type C – Events without information about Time and with information about Users,
- Type D – Events with information about Time and Users.

Type A focuses on the structure of the process only and does not take into account information of the
events like time, or duration of the event, or user that performs particular event.
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Sequence type A is defined by the following structure:
caseID,event1;event2;event3;...;eventn

where
caseID represents identification number of each case,
event1 to eventn represent individual events from event log.

Example of the sequence type A: 0,C;V;A;A;S;

Type B focuses on the structure of the process and combines it with the information about duration of
the events. That brings another point of view to the process. It is possible to observe duration of the
process, or its particular events. Repetition of the symbol of the activity in the sequence indicates the
event duration. The multiplicity of activity symbol repetition in the sequence provides information about
duration category of the particular event. For example, if the duration category is three then symbol of
the activity will appear in the sequence three times in a row.

Sequence type B is defined by the following structure:
caseID,event1(repetition according to the duration category);event2(repetition according to the
duration category);...;eventn(repetition according to the duration category)

where
caseID represents identification number of each case,
event1(repetition according to the duration category) represent individual events from event log repeated
multiple times based on selection of duration category.

Example of the sequence type B: 0,C;C;V;A;A;S;, where activity C has category duration two, and the rest
of the activities has category duration one.

Type C combines structure of the process and information about users. It brings interesting view to the
users involved in particular case.

Sequence type C is defined by the following structure:
caseID,event1_originator of the event1; event2_originator of the event2;...;eventn_originator of the
eventn

where
caseID represents identification number of each case,
event1_originator of the event1 represent individual events from event log with information about user
who performs this event.

Example of the sequence for the case type C: 0,C_USER068;V_USER068;A_USER272;S_USER068;

Type D combines all possible views to the process – structure, duration view and users view. It can bring
us a surprising view of the process that is not possible to see at first glance.
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Sequence type D is defined by the following structure:
caseID,event1_originator of the event1(repetition according to the duration category); event2_originator
of the event2(repetition according to the duration category);...; eventn_originator of the
eventn(repetition according to the duration category)

where
caseID represents identification number of each case,
event1_originator of the event1(repetition according to the duration category) represent individual events
from event log with information about user who performs this event repeated multiple times based on
selection of duration category.

Example of the sequence for the case type D:
0,C_USER260;C_USER260;V_USER260;A_USER074;A_USER202;S_USER260;

We have prepared four sequence types that can hold information gathered from the process log and can
be processed by sequence alignment methods. The research is also published in our paper [120]. Thanks
to the different sequence types we can discover processes that take the least time, or the most time to
accomplish it, or we can find deviations in the process execution that is not possible to see only in the
structural view. We can see if some users take more time to execute event, or if some users communicate
more or less, etc.

4.2.2 Challenge 2 – Selection of Suitable Sequence Alignment Method
We have included four sequence alignment methods to determine the similarity of sequences:

- Levenshtein Distance method
- Longest Common Substring method (LCS)
- Longest Common Subsequence method (LCSS)
- Time-Warped Longest Common Subsequence (TWLCS)

Definitions of the methods are described in state of the art section – 2.3 Sequence Alignment Methods.

Similarity is determined by the equation 1 described in section 2.3 Sequence Alignment Methods. The
main purpose of determining the sequence similarity is that we would like to find similar types of
sequences (set of business processes) as well as deviations. The four different types of sequences allow
us a whole new insight into the performed processes that cannot be done by conventional approaches.
The aim was to find the score, which can show us a level of events similarity. The weight distribution
in Figure 11, Figure 12, Figure 13 and Figure 14 shows us that each method has its specific behavior
and due to this the score which determines the similarity between the sequences is different for each
method. The advantages and disadvantages of each selected method are described the following text:

- Levenshtein Distance method does not respect the order of events within the sequences. It only
represents amount of necessary steps to change one sequence to another. Therefore, it is not
suitable for our purposes of finding similar process cases. It could be suitable, for example, to
see the distance. It means number of changes, from one case that is according to process
description to second case that is somehow deviant. However, this is not aim of our research
now.
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- LCS method respects the events order within the sequences. However, it is suitable, when we
can find identical sequences. If the sequences have even a small difference, the similarity weight
changes significantly.

- LCSS method is more tolerant to slight distortions inside the sequences. Of course, it respects
the order of events within the sequences. In comparison with LCS, if we add one more event
into the sequence, we can find the change of weight similarity, but not as significant as using
LCS method.

- T-WLCS method has similar behavior as LCSS method. Besides the event order in sequences,
T-WLCS method emphasizes the event recurrence within the sequence. However, we must
remind that the sequence weight is not similarity for T-WLCS method, it is only a score.

Figure 11 Comparison of sequence alignment methods – sequence type A

Figure 12 Comparison of sequence alignment methods – sequence type B

Histograms in Figure 11, Figure 12, Figure 13 and Figure 14 show a distribution of weights for all four
sequence types. These histograms show applicability of used methods on proposed sequence types on
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the example of the business process. We can see that the Levenshtein method seems to be not very
suitable for our purposes, because the distribution of this method does not show much variability, weight
distribution is closely concentrated. T-WLCS seams suitable, such as it is well distributed. However,
the most suitable sequence alignment method seems to be LCS or LCSS methods more than T-WLCS
method for this type of business process. The LCS method does not accept any differences in the middle
of the sequence, which means that really similar sequences fit together only. This might be more useful
for the business process described by sequence type A in our experiments. It is also visible in the
histogram, as the distribution of LCS method is most appropriate. If we add other attributes, sequence
type B, C, or D, like user and time (or both), then LCSS method is more suitable for the definition of
sequence similarity.

Figure 13 Comparison of sequence alignment methods – sequence type C

Figure 14 Comparison of sequence alignment methods – sequence type D
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4.2.3 Case Study
Following sections describe case study of implementation of proposed approach based sequence
alignment methods. Every section is focused on its particular sequence type that was introduced in the
section 4.2.1 Challenge 1 – Sequence Preparation. For this experiments we have used event log
presented in section 4.1.1 Data Obtaining and Data Structure in the version before filtering incomplete
cases. Thus we have used the log containing 36711 events for the experiments.

4.2.3.1 Sequence type A

We run the experiment on the sequence type A first. We have used LCS method.

Table 9 Sequence type A – results ordered by occurrence

We can see the most used case types in the examined process for sequence type A in Table 9. Case type
CVAAS has the most occurrences. It means that the most invoices, in reality, were approved twice. The
third one shows us that 2007 cases went through only one approval activity, so the invoices might not
be properly checked. The four eyes company rule is broken here. The four eyes rule means that the
invoice is checked at least by two persons.

Other information is about the weighted degree. This information is obtained using network analysis.
The network (weighted undirected graph ( , , )) was created by case types as nodes , while the
relation weight represents the similarity between the case types. Weighted degree is the sum of the
weights of the edges for the particular node. That tells us how much the current node is similar to the
other nodes. If the weighted degree is higher, then the node is more similar to at least some of its
neighbor nodes.

The case type CVAAS had the most occurrences, CVAAAS had the second highest amount, and CVAS
had the third biggest amount of occurrences. We can see that other nodes that have deviation in meaning
of number of the occurrences have a relatively high weighted degree. They have edges between each
other with the high weight and create one cluster, which can be seen in Figure 15. We can see that these
nodes are deviant from the biggest nodes (most used case types) in meaning of the number of the
occurrences and also in meaning of the similarity and distance from the most used case types.

Weighted degree data range was from 0.62 to 62.42. We can see that the case types with the most
occurrences have relatively small weighted degree according to the range of the weighted degree. It tells
us that the most used case types are relatively out of the other nodes. It means that the other nodes, we
can say deviation nodes in meaning of number of the occurrences, are quite a lot different from the nodes
with the most occurrences (according to the chosen sequence alignment method and its settings). From
the business process view, this information says that if some case type is deviation, then the difference
is quite big from the most used case types of the process. On the other hand, we have to look at it in a

Case type Occurrence (absolute) Weighted Degree
C;V;A;A;S; 2436 9.79
C;V;A;A;A;S; 1564 27.03
C;V;A;S; 504 6.51
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complex way in correlation with the particular graph or in correlation with the deep data examination.
We can see whether the examined case type is really out of the other nodes, or if the examined case type
has many edges with a small weight, or that it has only one or a small number of edges with high weight.
For example, if node has weighted degree 90, then we can think that this node is out of the other nodes.
However, we have to examine if that node has 90 edges with weight 1, or only 5 edges with weight 18.
The result can tell us completely other information. There are two issues that have two different
meanings and have to be examined. On the first hand, it is node out of the other nodes, and on the other
hand, it is node that has some quite similar nodes.

Figure 15 shows the examples of undirected weighted sequence graph ( , , ). The nodes represent
sequences (cases), the ties E represent relations between them. Weight is determined by similarity
between the sequences set by method for sequence alignment, LCS. Figure 15 for the sequence type A
shows that the most used case types are really out of the other case types which create one evident
cluster. The graph was made by force atlas decomposition [60]. The smallest node represents the lowest
occurrence of the case type, the biggest one represents the higher occurrence. Node with minimal
weighted degree has the blue color, then it continues through green, yellow and the maximal degree is
colored by the red color.

Figure 15 Graph – sequence type A
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Next experiments, with case types B, C, and D, deal with the addition of time and user parameters to the
sequence. We have performed the experiments for all case types from the previous experiment.
However, for the presentation of executed experiment, we show the impact of the time and user
parameters addition on the selected case type only. We have selected case type CVAAS from the
previous example; this case type has the highest occurrence in the log [121].

4.2.3.2 Sequence type B

Table 10 shows case types ordered according to their occurrence for sequence type B. These case types
were created by addition of time parameter and were derived from the selected case type CVAAS in the
sequence type A. Addition of this parameter caused decomposition of the case type CVAAS to other 43
case types. We have used LCSS method.

As is described in the Table 10 case type with the most occurrences is the CVAAS. The time parameter
was added with following rules: if the event lasts less than 32 hours, then it is repeated in the sequence
once, from 32 to 168 hours, then it is repeated twice, and more than 168 hours, then it is repeated three
times. More details about duration categories is described in 4.1.2.3 Duration of the event. Taking into
account the rules for the time parameter we can see that the most used case type was the one with the
shortest execution time. The second one was the sequence type CVAAAS that had 474 occurrences.
This case type shows us that 474 cases were executed in the same way. This type of the sequence may
be the case with the three approvals, and also it could be the case type with one approval that takes much
time. However, according to the time parameter, these cases are selected as the same case type, which
brings new interesting point of view focused directly on overall duration and not so specifically on
process structure.

Table 10 Sequence type B – results ordered by occurrence

Figure 16 shows the distribution of the sequences from the time-sequence view. We can see several
main nodes according to their occurrence. This graph shows mainly the distribution of the sequences
according to their duration. Case types with most occurrences have relatively low weighted degree and
are separated from other nodes, respectively case types.

Case type Occurrence (absolute) Weighted Degree
C;V;A;A;S; 573 2.99
C;V;A;A;A;S; 474 4.66
C;V;A;A;A;A;S; 312 9.25
C;V;A;A;S;S; 291 4.70
C;C;V;A;A;S; 222 5.14
C;V;A;A;A;S;S; 217 8.00
C;C;V;A;A;A;S; 203 10.52
C;C;V;A;A;A;S;S; 164 10.45
C;V;A;A;A;A;A;S; 150 10.08
C;C;V;A;A;A;A;S; 141 13.02
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Figure 16 Graph – sequence type B

4.2.3.3 Sequence type C

Table 11 depicts case types ordered by occurrence for the sequence type C. This case type reflects the
structure of the process and user parameter. Case type CVAAS of the sequence type A by the addition
of the user parameter has been augmented to 217 case types for the sequence type C. We can see that
the most used case type is the one, where the user260 starts the process and ends the process as well.
Mostly used user in the role approval is user074 followed by user202.

Table 11 Sequence type C – results ordered by occurrence

In perspective of the user parameter, we can see which user is the most frequented, as well as the process
connection between the users. From this point of view, we can study for example, whether the users do
mostly only simple invoices, where the process is easy, or whether the user that creates the invoice
occurs in more deviations (this could mean that there can be problem with an information to whom the
invoice should be sent to approve it), etc.

Case type Occurrence (absolute) Weighted Degree
C_U260;V_U260;A_U074;A_U202;S_U260; 761 3.36
C_U068;V_U068;A_U074;A_U202;S_U068; 298 2.64
C_U068;V_U068;A_U249;A_U192;S_U068; 254 3.00
C_U162;V_U162;A_U074;A_U202;S_U162; 174 0.64
C_U068;V_U068;A_U227;A_U202;S_U068; 145 0.00
C_U040;V_U040;A_U102;A_U030;S_U040; 124 1.08
C_U087;V_U087;A_U126;A_U124;S_U087; 117 2.08
C_U110;V_U110;A_U114;A_U043;S_U200; 91 2.44
C_U260;V_U260;A_U249;A_U192;S_U260; 89 1.72
C_U178;V_U178;A_U249;A_U192;S_U178; 82 2.36
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Figure 17 Graph – sequence type C

Figure 17 shows the distribution of the sequences from the user-sequence view. We can see several main
nodes. These nodes are made around the same user for C, V and S activities. These activities are mainly
performed by the same user. For example the node (case type) in the graph down right has the main user
U087, the node on the top has main user U068, and we can see there the case types with the second and
the third highest occurrence. Case types around the user U260 are in the middle of the graph.

We also can see that one cluster of nodes is separated (top right). We have analyzed the sequences in
this cluster and had found out that this cluster contains the sequences from one site only. Since we have
used data from several sites, or departments, of the company, it is visible that two sites, or departments,
cooperate on the user level and the third site, or departments, is separated.

4.2.3.4 Sequence type D

The results for the sequence type D are shown in Table 12. Sequence type D combines a structure of the
process, user and time parameter. We can see that the most used case type is the case type in which user
U260 created the invoice in less than 32 hours, then verified the invoice in less than 32 hours, user U074
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followed by user U260 approved the invoice in less than 32 hours, and finally, user U260 sent the invoice
in less than 32 hours.

Table 12 Sequence type D – results ordered by occurrence

Figure 18 Graph – sequence type D

Case type Occurrence (absolute) Weighted
Degree

C_U260;V_U260;A_U074;A_U202;S_U260; 309 4.09
C_U260;V_U260;A_U074;A_U202;S_U260;S_U260; 97 6.48
C_U260;V_U260;A_U074;A_U074;A_U202;S_U260; 72 3.42
C_U260;C_U260;V_U260;A_U074;A_U202;S_U260; 57 6.03
C_U162;V_U162;A_U074;A_U202;S_U162; 51 2.32
C_U260;V_U260;A_U074;A_U202;S_U260;S_U260;S_U260; 46 7.84
C_U162;V_U162;A_U074;A_U074;A_U202;S_U162; 46 1.49
C_U068;C_U068;V_U068;A_U249;A_U192;A_U192;A_U192;S_U068
;S_U068; 45 13.04

C_U068;C_U068;V_U068;A_U074;A_U074;A_U202;S_U068;S_U068; 38 8.59
C_U087;V_U087;A_U126;A_U126;A_U124;A_U124;S_U087; 37 2.73
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Figure 18 shows even more distribution of sequences with the same structure based on the time and user
view. There are more interesting findings. For example, the cluster on the right side of the graph is made
around the sequences performed by the user U260 (C, V, S events), but even the sequences with different
user for C, V and S activities are clustered here. The reason is that, when duration of A event for one
user took too long, its sequences were grouped together. The reason might be e.g. that one particular
user worked on difficult invoices that took a long time to approve.

4.3 Conclusion of Business Process Analysis using Process
Mining

In the section 4 Business Process Analysis using Process Mining was introduced examined business
process even log, which was gathered from SAP system. We have analyzed it by several process mining
methods and the results were consulted back with company representatives.

Intention of the second part was to answer the Research Question 1 how to introduce and adjust methods
of sequence alignment to the process mining. We have created the approach for sequence structure,
analyzed and selected proper sequence alignment method for each sequence type. We have performed
case study on real data from the company operating SAP system, where process cases were compared
and similarity between them analyzed using methods for sequence alignment and discussed results back
again with company representative. This showed us that Hypothesis 1 was proven and proposed
approach with the use of sequence alignment methods in this area brings view to new unsuspected
relationships and valuable results.

Sequence alignment methods and also consecutive visualization of graph with weighted degree fits to
challenge in Process Mining Manifesto [131], which is aiming to combination of process mining and
other types of analyses and visualizations.

Benefits of this approach are that using of sequence alignment methods can bring another point of view
to clustering of similar process cases, can discover and visualize unsuspected relationships and can be
used as one of methods of data pre-processing of historical cases for process mining activities Explore
or Predict. Our approach involves duration and user information to the examination, which enables to
find possible ways to see interesting results. For example, the particular person behavior can be showed
and analyzed what are her/his process instances. The behavior patterns from the time perspective can be
observed as well. The creation of different communities, user participation on deviations, etc. can also
be examined using the proposed approach.

The following paragraph focuses on discovered limitations of using our approach of sequence alignment
methods in process mining. These limitations also served as basis from aim of our future work –
discussed in section 7.3.1 Future Work in the Field of Sequence Alignment Methods. Limitations are
following:

- It is necessary to have proper sequence alignment method for each sequence type and expected
results. We have used, based on best practices and our experiences, LCS and LCSS methods,
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and also discussed possibilities of TWLCS and Levenshtein methods. However, there can be
still found other types of results by other sequence alignment methods.

- Using our proposed approach of different sequence types to be processed by sequence alignment
methods brings expected feature. Sequence type A is used only for finding similarities in process
structure. Other sequence types with time parameter included (sequence type B, and D) brings
new point of view to the process cases. It does not distinguish between the two cases, in which
a first one is CVAAAS and a second CVAAAS. The first one shows that duration of A activity
took a long time, thus it fits to the duration category three, so in sequence it is written symbol
of particular activity three-times. The second sequence shows that all activities are in duration
category one, so it took less time, but there was repetition of A activity three-times. Then these
two sequences are by our approach of finding similar sequences as equal sequences. However,
it is not limitation, but intention to do not focus directly to process structure by this sequence
types, in meaning of how many repetition of activities, but focus more on overall duration of
process case. It brings a new way of view to particular process analysis.

- Duration categories are selected based on best practices and discussions with domain experts
on particular data example. In every new usage of our approach, duration categories have to be
set up during initialization phase.

- In our case, analysis of clusters created by sequence alignment methods was done manually on
visualized result in graph. Another solution can be, based on proper settings of clustering
methods, to find these clusters automatically.
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5 SOFTWARE PROCESS PREDICTION BASED
ON USE CASES

This section presents our research based on Research Question 2 (more in section 3.2 Research Question
2). It is research in the field of analysis of software process, respectively to prediction of software
development process future steps based on process artifact use case by using machine learning methods.

This research is focused on the situation where we have data about process events and data about process
artifacts – use cases. As is depicted in process situation in Figure 19, where it is depicted process, its
activities, roles that executed this activities and process artifact. Prediction uses information about
process case and its related process artifact, use case. Prediction is done based machine learning
methods, which are trained on historical data. Then future values of new process case are predicted
based on processing of trained machine learning methods. Following paragraphs and sections describe
our proposed approach of process prediction based on use case.

Process Prediction based on Process Artifact

Artifact

Process Model (Abstract View)

Role/User

Activity 1

Role/User

Activity 2

Parametrisation
Processing by MLM to

learn prediction
model

Prediction
based on the

artifact

Figure 19 Process situation – prediction based on process artifacts

Software process can be different, and it depends on type of software product to be developed and also
on the possibilities and decision of the company. The proposed approach is specifically for usage with
use cases. Some other companies have different processes and needs, thus in future work we would like
to also focus on prediction also based on other process artifact, as a plug-in approach – more described
in section 7.3 Future Work.
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Following sections describes proposed approach, which is built for specific process situation, and
provide prediction using machine learning methods based on use case artifact.

5.1 Proposed Approach
Proposed approach of prediction is described in Figure 20. The approach consists of three activities
1. Parametrization, 2. Prediction by Machine Learning Methods, and 3. Update of historical database
(after end of running case).

New running process case is firstly parametrized by activity 1. Parametrization. It consists of
parametrization of use case description and parametrization of process info related directly to particular
use case and its process case. Which process info should be parametrized is based on prediction focus
that need to be set up. In a process, can be of course predicted a lot of situations. However, in this
proposed approach we need to be precise what we would like to predict. It is also based on particular
data availability, which process info can be used and which prediction focus can be applied.

An example of process prediction focus could be: Prediction is focused on duration of next activity that
process particular use case. Then within the approach is parametrized use case and process info, which
contains duration of next activity.

Second step is activity 2. Prediction by machine learning methods, where are used vectors of historical
parametrized process cases and also vector of parametrized new running process case. Machine learning
methods are used for training of predictive model on historical data, and then model predicts remaining,
at this stage future, parameters of vector of new running process cases. The result is prediction of future
parameters, respectively behavior (based on prediction focus).

Third step is activity 3 Update of historical database (after end of running case) to ensure update of the
database after the end of the running case.
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Figure 20 Prediction based on use case – approach

In following subsections are described details of each step.

5.1.1 Step 1 – Parametrization
Parametrization is focused on transformation of information stored in use case and process case to form
of vector, which could be later processed by machine learning methods. We have proposed new
approach for parametrization of use cases and process case. Unlike approaches, presented by state of the
art in section 2.4 Software Process Prediction based on Use Cases, proposed parameters of use case are
more process aimed and easier to use in practice. Proposed vector is visualized in Figure 21. It consists
of two main parts – use case information and process info. Use case information is divided into two
parts Algorithmic and Expert judgement parameters. Process info is not specifically defined, it is based
on process prediction focus, which has to be defined in each application of this approach. Parameters
from process info are all, or partially selected as Evaluated parameter(s). It means that this parameters
will be in focus of machine learning methods as a result of prediction.
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Figure 21 Prediction based on use case – visualization of vector

Use case parameters

Parametrization of use case artifact combines two views – algorithmic and expert judgment. Each focus
on different properties of use case. This research is published in our paper [117].

Parameters:
- Algorithmic

o Difficulty rows
o Difficulty paragraphs
o Difficulty words
o Overall difficulty

- Expert judgment
o New/Standard/Change
o Concerned processes
o UC Type
o Remote work
o Remote implementation
o Testing level

Combination of two parameter types, algorithmic and expert judgement parameters, brings balanced
view to the information directly stored in the use case and information that the use case represents for a
software system to be developed and particular development process.

5.1.1.1 Algorithmic parameters

Algorithmic parameters are evaluated from the text form of each use case. It means from the description,
where is described information about use case scenario, ordered action steps that lead to achievement of
the goal of use case. Algorithmic parameters focus on difficulty of this use case description from
different points of view.
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Difficulty rows/words parameters:
- These two parameters focus on the complexity of use case based on the complexity of its

description. It is automatically calculated. These parameters are focused on number of rows,
respectively words, in the use case description. Based on individual settings, then needs to be
discussed for company, its project, or set of use cases, each parameter is divided into three
categories:
o 1 – Easy – number of rows/words < x
o 2 – Medium – number of rows/words between x and y
o 3 – Hard – number of rows/words higher then y

- Where x and y are set based on the standards in each company, project or data set. There exists
standards how to write an use case, e.g. [20], but each company, or project, could have its own
standards. Thus x and y, has to be set up individually during initialization phase of this approach
in each company, project or dataset.

Difficulty paragraphs parameter:
- This automatically calculated parameter is focused on number of paragraphs in the use case

description. Based on individual settings, then needs to be discussed for company, its project,
or set of use cases, parameter is divided into three categories:
o 1 – Easy – when (number of paragraphs <= number of paragraphs + x) is true
o 2 – Medium – when (number of paragraphs > number of paragraphs  + x AND number

of rows < number of paragraphs + y ) is true
o 3 – Hard – when (number of paragraphs => number of paragraphs + y) is true

- Where x and y are set based on the standards in each company, project or dataset.

Overall difficulty parameter:
- Parameter overall difficulty is based on parameters difficulty of rows, difficulty of paragraphs,

and difficulty of words. It derived its value from one of the individual difficulties based on
following algorithm:
o The difficulty of words has the highest weight, then the difficulty of rows and the

difficulty of paragraphs. First of all we compare the difficulty of words with the
difficulty of rows, if they are at the same level, then the overall difficulty is at this level.
If not, we compare the difficulty of words with the difficulty of paragraphs, and if they
are at the same level, then the overall difficulty is at this level. If either of them differs,
then we compare the difficulty of rows with paragraphs in the same way. If the
comparison does not help us, overall difficulty is the difficulty of words, because we
consider it the most important aspect.

5.1.1.2 Expert judgement parameters

Expert judgement parameters category represent the parameters that are not calculated, but are defined
by the experts in the particular company. It can bring subjective point of view to the parametrizing of
the use case, but with a combination of calculated values, it brings more complex record of particular
use case. We have defined these parameters based on best practices and interviews with domain experts.
It describes several properties of use case, which can identify different groups of use cases, based mainly
on analysis of the use case by a domain expert.
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New/Standard/Change parameter:
- Values of the parameter:

o 1 – Standard – standard functionality of the system, its implementation does not bring
a risk by default

o 2 – Change – standard functionality of the system, with changed setting or little
modification, this brings a risk, which must be resolved by testing

o 3 – New – new functionality, this brings more risks and requests for understanding

Concerned processes parameter:
- The parameter is focused on amount of business processes, which are affected by the

implementation of this use case.
- Values of the parameter:

o 1 – a single business process
o 2 – two consecutive processes
o 3 – set of cooperative processes

UC Type parameter:
- Values of the parameter:

o 1 – summary use case
o 2 – user or subfunction

Remote work parameter:
- Values of the parameter:

o 0 – work must be done onsite
o 1 – work can be done remotely

Remote implementation parameter:
- Values of the parameter:

o 0 – implementation can be done remotely
o 1 – implementation must be done onsite

Testing level parameter:
- Values of the parameter:

o 1 – easy testing can be done by a consultant immediately, usually for autonomous
standard functionality,

o 2 – normal testing is done by a consultant and the key user without precedent
preparation,

o 3 – complex testing must be done in cooperation with more participants or precedent
preparation is requested
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Example of vector

Table 13 Example of vector – use case part

Table 13 shows examples of vector, which contains information about use cases. It shows that both
categories are filled in – Algorithmic parameters, respectively calculated parameters, and Expert
Judgement parameters, respectively parameters filled in by experts.

5.1.1.3 Evaluated parameters

Vector contains also evaluated parameters, which serves as prediction for new process case. Historical
process cases, respectively vectors, has this data already stored in vector according to the reality. New
process case has this values predicted by machine learning methods.

Evaluated parameter, or parameters, is set up based on process prediction focus. It describes on which
information is company focused on and needs to know prediction. Of course often in reality, it is also a
question, which process data are available and then based on that is possible to set up process prediction
focus. In general, if we have access to all information about process available, in which process case
was particular use case executed, then it is based on decision what is the process prediction focus. It is
stored into the vector related to particular use case. It is possible to parametrize process information
such as overall duration of process, amount of activities, number of developers working on the use case,
etc. New process case will have this information about process as evaluated parameters with predicted
values.

5.1.2 Step 2 – Prediction by Machine Learning Methods
In this step, machine learning methods are used. As an input for training of the methods serves historical
database of already finished process cases, in the form of vectors. Historical database is for machine
learning methods divided following way:

- Input values – all parameters in vector except of evaluated parameters
- Output values – evaluated parameters only

It is classification task for machine learning methods. Based on training on this dataset machine learning
methods find its pattern, or predictive model, how to map input values to defined output values.

The prediction is done on new parametrized process case in the form of vector. It has all parameters
filled in except evaluated parameters. Then predictive model created by machine learning method, based
on the training, classifies, we can say predicts, set of evaluated parameters of new process case. Based
the results of prediction, involved stakeholder can react on that and adjust the process case.

UC # dif.
rows

dif.
paragraphs

dif.
words

overall
dif.

N/S/C concern
activities

UC
type

remote
work

remote
impl.

testing
level

1 1 3 2 2 3 1 2 1 1 1
2 1 3 2 2 3 1 2 0 1 1
3 2 3 3 3 3 1 1 0 1 1
… … … … … … … … … … …
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From a portfolio of machine learning methods, in the field of supervised learning, we use Evolutionary
Fuzzy Rules (more in section 2.5.1 Evolutionary Fuzzy Rules) and Support Vector Machines (more in
section 2.5.2 Support Vector Machines) as the reference point. For this approach, we have used several
methods and compared result in several experiments and case studies – Self organizing maps (published
in paper [114]), Evolutionary Fuzzy Rules (published in papers [114,115,122]), Support Vector
Machines (published in papers [115,122]), Neural Network (published in paper [124]).

5.1.3 Step 3 – Update of Historical Database
The third step serves mainly for updates of the database of historical vectors with the vector from new
running process cases that was already finished. Evaluated parameters are filled in according to the real
enactment, and algorithmic and expert judgement parameters stay the same, as it was parametrized in
the first step of the approach.

5.2 Case Study
This section presents case study of using the proposed approach for prediction based on use cases in
company and its data.

5.2.1 Company and Process Characteristics
We have cooperated with a middle-sized company, which is based in the Czech Republic and develops
software solutions. Company has 95 employees and at the particular project, which we have studies by
case study worked 45 employees in different roles.

The examined process of the company is described in detail in Figure 22. It describes the software
development process and elaborated process prediction focus. Control flow describes that role Analyst
performs Requirements Gathering activity, then role Analyst performs Analysis activity, which is
followed by Design activity that is done by role Designer. Role Developer performs Coding activity
and, if it requires some additional information, process gets back to role Analyst into Analysis activity.
If the Developer has enough information to develop particular use case, process continues to Testing
activity, which is done by role Tester. Role means that it can be different person, but with the same
process role, respectively possibility to perform some activity.

Data flow describes flow of artifacts. It means, which activity creates, updates or consumes particular
artifact. Requirements artifact, which describes features and properties of intended software system, is
created by Requirements Gathering activity and is required as an input to Analysis activity. Use cases,
which describe functional external behavior and interaction of intended software system, are created, or
updated, in Analysis activity and are needed as an input to Design, Coding and Testing activities. Class
diagram, which describes static structure of intended software system, is an output of Design activity
and serves as an input to Coding activity. Coding activity creates, or updates, Software code, which is
an artifact, which is later input to Testing activity.
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Use Case

Analyst

Analysis

Developer

Coding

Designer

Requirements
Gathering

Class Diagram

Tester

[not enough information in use case]

Testing[OK]

Software codeRequirements

Design

Figure 22 Examined software development process

We have obtained data available for analysis. Obtained data are marked by blue color in Figure 22. It
contains information about Analyst performing Analysis activity, and Developer performing Coding
activity based on the use case created by the Analyst. We have obtained 1122 individual use case
artifacts will textual description that we are focused on. Obtained data covers several years of one
software product development, specifically from January 2008 to the February 2013. Histogram on
Figure 23 depictures distribution of creation date. It shows that most of the use cases were created at the
beginning of the timeline, then it the development continued in quite same speed.

Figure 23 Histogram of use case creation date
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5.2.1.1 Evaluated parameter – Prediction of process execution

Based on the data obtained, we have elaborated specific process prediction focus, which is required for
our proposed approach. Process prediction is focused on possible loop in the process – if the developer
needs additional information for the use case from the analyst or not. Therefore, we had set up only one
evaluated parameter. It is named Xwork – extra work. It has values:

- 0 – no extra work needed (false)
- 1 – extra work needed (true)

This parameter is extractable from the historical data and its prediction should strongly support
managers’ decision. Xwork parameter was defined as a loop in the communication between analyst
designer and developer. If there is such communication between these roles in the data, we define it as
extra work. According to the project managers from the company, this behavior truly adds some
unexpected effort to the work on the implementation of particular use case. Managers wanted to know
whether this situation will appear or not.

Visualization of vector used in this case study is in Figure 24. Vector contains information about
particular use case and process info is represented by Xwork, which is evaluated parameter.

Use Case Process info
- loop from
Developer
to Analyst

(Xwork)

Vector

Algorithmic
parameters

Expert judgement
parameters

Evaluated parameter
Xwork

Figure 24 Prediction based on use case – visualization of vector in case study

It means that we predict by information gathered from process artifact – use case, the future behavior of
the process case execution. As this case study was retrospective and all use cases were already
implemented, we did not need step three of our approach. We are focused only on evaluation of
possibilities of prediction by proposed approach and discuss the results with domain experts in the
company.

5.2.2 Set Up of Parameters
We have prepared own set of parameters for proposed prediction approach – more details about
parameters is in section 5.1.1 Step 1 – Parametrization.
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The first category of parameters for use case needs initial set up by defining x and y, respective borders
for categories in particular parameters. The company uses standardized style of writing use cases; all
use cases have the same structure. Based on past experiences, trials and error, and discussion with
domain experts, we have identified following set up:

Difficulty rows parameter has the x = 70 rows, and y = 110 rows
Difficulty words parameter has the x = 200 rows, and y = 500 rows
Difficulty paragraphs parameter has the x = 10, and y = 25

With the parameters set up, we have run algorithms to fill in algorithmic parameters category. Then
domain expert went through all use cases and filled in the expert judgement parameters category.

5.2.3 Parametrized Data Overview
This section describes the parametrized dataset, which is used for case study. It contains 1122 vectors.

Frequency of distribution of individual parameter’s values is described in Table 14. It shows interesting
finding about difficulty parameters. It shows that majority of use cases are simple and short use cases.
Another finding is that the company does all the work remotely, see parameters Remote work and
Remote implementation, so it means that all work is done in the company and employees do not have
to travel for development and implementation to customer site. Xwork parameter was true in 31.73% of
cases. It means that developer in almost one third of cases needed additional information from Analyst.

Table 14 Case study – frequency of distribution of parameters values

Parameter type Parameter Parameter value Count Percent

Algorithmic

Difficulty rows
1 1002 89.30%
2 80 7.13%
3 40 3.57%

Difficulty paragraphs
1 847 75.49%
2 161 14.35%
3 114 10.16%

Difficulty words
1 833 74.24%
2 203 18.09%
3 86 7.66%

Overall difficulty
1 868 77.36%
2 170 15.15%
3 84 7.49%

Expert judgment

New/Standard/Change
1 144 12.83%
2 221 19.70%
3 757 67.47%

Concerned processes
1 470 41.89%
2 641 57.13%
3 11 0.98%

UC Type 1 0 0.00%
2 1122 100.00%

Remote work 0 0 0.00%
1 1122 100.00%

Remote implementation 0 1122 100.00%
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1 0 0.00%

Testing level
1 729 64.97%
2 329 29.32%
3 64 5.70%

Evaluated parameter Xwork 0 766 68.27%
1 356 31.73%

5.2.4 Experiments
In our previous work, we run several experiments on this dataset focused to usability of different
machine learning methods for this kind of approach. Results were published in our papers
[114,115,122,124]. In following experiments we are focused to usability of selected machine learning
methods, usability and settings of whole approach and analysis of prediction possibilities in the
company. We are using Evolutionary fuzzy rules and Support vector machines methods for this task of
supervised learning. Essentials of these methods are described in section 2.5.1 Evolutionary Fuzzy Rules
and 2.5.2 Support Vector Machines.

The experimental dataset was divided into subsets according to the use case development timeline. It
means that first group of use cases was developed at the beginning of the project, starting from January
2008, and the last group was implemented at the end of the data time range, which ended on February
2013. This distribution of subsets simulates the real development in iterations. In real continuous
development we could also have in each subset only one use case. However, for the purposes of
experiments, we have decided, based on best practices, experiences and also after discussions with the
company, to divide the subsets according to years of development. The groups are described in Table
15. Number of parametrizes use cases follows the development done during the years.

Table 15 Experimental data – division to subsets

Subset Date Number of parametrized Use
Cases (vectors)

S1 2008 562
S2 2009 110
S3 2010 91
S4 2011 241
S5 2012 - 2013 118

We are looking on this experiment within the case study from three viewpoints:

Experiment question 1 – Approach usability: Is proposed approach suitable for the usage at this
dataset in the company? Does it have results with high accuracy?

Experiment hypothesis 1: The approach is based on the use cases of the company, which were
parametrized by domain experts and automatic algorithms. Evaluated parameter is based on the
prediction focus, which was interesting for company representatives. We assume that machine learning
methods will be able to learn from historical data and accuracy of the prediction will be higher than 80
percent.
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Experiment question 2 – Machine learning methods: Are methods FRs or SVM usable for this kind
of task?

Experiment hypothesis 2: Both methods can be used for this type of task. It depends on selected dataset
and also settings of the methods. Best trained Fuzzy Rules models should be more accurate in prediction
then SVM. However, SVM should be more stable method.

Experiment question 3 – Training of MLM approach: How is the prediction evolving during a time?
Are new data affecting the prediction and helps to more accurate results?

Experiment hypothesis 3: Approach of continuous training of machine learning methods on each new
dataset, which includes always addition of an information about newly finished process cases, will be
more accurate in prediction then approach of training only at the first data set. However, the hypothesis
can be influenced by degradation of standardized writing of use cases, degradation of expert approach
parametrization, which can cause lover accuracy of predictive model created by training of machine
learning methods.

Based on experiment questions, we have defined two experiment types, which are described in Table
16. Table combines two types of Training types in the rows with one Test type in a column. Test type is
Whole subset, which means that the testing of accuracy of prediction is performed on all vectors in the
testing subset. It assures representative results of testing. On the other hand, in rows are Training types.
Training type continuous training, where machine learning methods are trained continuously on each
new data set, and Training at beginning, where machine learning methods are trained only at first data
set.

The combination of test type and training type in Table 16 defines two experiments, which are described,
performed and discussed in following sections. Both types of experiments are processed by Evolution
fuzzy rules and SVM machine learning methods.

Table 16 Prediction – experiments types

Experiment question 1 – Approach usability is in focus within each experiment A1, A2 and their
comparison by discussion about level of prediction accuracy on testing data.

Experiment question 2 – Machine learning methods is in focus within individual experiments A1 and
A2, where it is discussion about usability and accuracy of each selected method (FRs and SVM).

Test type
A – Whole subset

Prediction is tested on whole subset

Tr
ai

ni
ng

 ty
pe

1 – Continuous training
Cycle of training of MLM on subset n and test
on subset n+1

Experiment A1
Cycle of training of MLM on subset n and tested
on all vectors from n+1 subset

2 – Training at beginning
Training of MLM on subset 1(S1) and test on all
remaining subsets

Experiment A2
Training of MLM on S1 and test on all vectors
from S2,S3,S4 and S5
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Experiment question 3 – Training of MLM Approach is in focus by comparison of A1 and A2 results.
It compares, which approach of training brings more accurate results during a lifetime.

5.2.4.1 Machine learning methods settings

The parameters settings of FR and SVM methods used in this experiment are shown in Table 17. The
parameters were selected based on best practices, previous experiences, and grid search for SVM
parameters.

Table 17 Fuzzy rules and SVM parameters settings

Method Parameters

FR Population size 100, crossover probability 0.8, mutation probability 0.02, 50000
generations, fitness function F-Score with = 1

SVM
E-SVR with polynomial kernel ( ∗ ∗ + 0) , where = 3, 0 = 0
and = _

Dataset is preprocessed during training or testing activity of machine learning methods. Vectors with
the same values of all parameters and different values of Xwork are summarized. Then it is used only
as one input value representing all summarized vectors with same parameters. Xwork of this
representant is selected based on class with the highest amount of it. It means when there is e.g. 10
vectors with same parameters and different Xwork values, 3 vectors has Xwork 0, and 7 vectors has
Xwork 1. Then as the representant of this vectors is used vector with Xwork 1, as it is higher amount
than for Xwork 0. The reason for this preprocessing activity, which is based on best practices and our
previous experiences, is to have more precise model created by machine learning methods without input
data confusions. The preprocessing is visible then as lower count of records in individual subsets in
following experiments results.

The FRs are evolved using genetic programming, which is a stochastic method. Therefore,
30 independent models were evolved for each subset. Thus in following results of each experiment, we
present average result of 30 models, and also best FRs model. The best model is selected based on
accuracy of individual model on training dataset.

5.2.4.2 Experiment A1

Experiment A1 combines Training type 1 Continuous training and Test type A Whole subset. It means
cycle of training of FRs and SVM on each new dataset. In practice it means that MLM are trained on
first subset S1, tested on subset S2, then trained on combination of subsets S1+S2, and this is tested on
subset S3. Then trained on combination of subsets S1+S2+S3 and tested on subset S4. Then trained on
combination of subsets S1+S2+S3+S4, and tested on subset S5. The results of trainings and tests are
described in following tables.

Table 18 presents results of training activity of FRs and SVM on subset S1. It describes Rec. as count
of vectors processed, other numbers are performance metrics. TN is True Negative count, TP is True
Positive count, FN is False Negative count, FP is False Positive count, TPR is True Positive Rate, TNR
is True Negative Rate, and ACC is accuracy. Accuracy shows the probability that a trained predictive
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model correctly predicts Xwork parameter. It can have values from 0 to 1, where 1 is the best,
respectively 100%. More info about performance metrics and its explanation is described in section
2.5.3 Performance Metrics for Predictive Modeling.

The results of training activity of FRs and SVM methods on subset S1 show that FRs, in the best case
and also in the average, were able to learn on the data more accurately than SVM. However, both
methods learned data very well and accuracy is almost 1, i.e. 100%.

Table 18 Experiment A1 – training of FRs and SVM on subset S1

Act. Subset Method Rec. TN TP FN FP TPR TNR ACC

Train S1
FRs Average 385 292.3330 82.8000 3.2000 6.6667 0.9628 0.9777 0.9744
FRs Best 385 299 85 1 0 0.9884 1.0000 0.9974
SVM 385 298 84 2 1 0.9767 0.9967 0.9922

Testing of prediction on subset S2 is described in Table 19. It shows how accurately are the models able
to predict Xwork parameter based on historical data. It shows, if we compare FRs average and SVM,
even if the model based on FRs average was trained more accurate, then the more accurate results has
model based on SVM method. On the other hand, the best model of FRs has higher accuracy than SVM.
There we can see the expected behavior, where FRs could have better accuracy, but in average it could
be lower. Anyhow, all models have higher accuracy than 80 percent.

Table 19 Experiment A1 – testing of FRs and SVM on subset S2

Act. Subset Method Rec. TN TP FN FP TPR TNR ACC

Test S2
FRs Average 68 38.2000 17.1333 4.8667 7.8000 0.7788 0.8304 0.8137
FRs Best 68 43 20 2 3 0.9091 0.9348 0.9265
SVM 68 45 14 8 1 0.6364 0.9783 0.8676

Table 20 presents training activity on combination of subset S1 and S2. All models has lower accuracy
than in training only on S1. Best accuracy has FRs Best. However, FRs Average is lower than SVM
accuracy.

Table 20 Experiment A1 – training of FRs and SVM on subsets S1, S2

Act. Subset Method Rec. TN TP FN FP TPR TNR ACC

Train S1, S2
FRs Average 455 343.6330 98.1000 5.9000 7.3667 0.9433 0.9790 0.9708
FRs Best 455 349 103 1 2 0.9904 0.9943 0.9934
SVM 455 346 96 8 5 0.9231 0.9858 0.9714

Table 21 shows the lowest achieved accuracy from all testing activities within the experiment A1. Only
FRs Best is above 80 percent, SVM and FRs average is slightly under this limit. It can show that subset
S3 is more different from subset S1 and S2. The company in year 2010 changed some behavior in
development process, respectively use cases. Model based on SVM method is little bit less accurate than
FRs Average, as it has 0.7647 and FRS Average has 0.7750 accuracy.
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Table 21 Experiment A1 – testing of FRs and SVM on subset S3

Act. Subset Method Rec. TN TP FN FP TPR TNR ACC

Test S3
FRs Average 68 40.4667 12.2333 10.7667 4.5333 0.5319 0.8993 0.7750
FRs Best 68 44 17 6 1 0.7391 0.9778 0.8971
SVM 68 37 15 8 8 0.6522 0.8222 0.7647

Table 22 presents results of training activity of FRs and SVM on combination of subsets S1, S2 and S3.
It is visible that methods were able to train on the data with high accuracy again. However, it is slightly
lower than previous training. The reason could be subset S3. Anyhow all results of accuracy are above
0.95. Models based on FRs Average and SVM have almost same results. Accuracy of model FRs Best
is same as previous subset, i.e. higher than accuracy of model based on SVM.

Table 22 Experiment A1 – training of FRs and SVM on subsets S1, S2, S3

Act. Subset Method Rec. TN TP FN FP TPR TNR ACC

Train S1, S2, S3
FRs Average 519 382.6330 112.2670 11.7333 12.3667 0.9054 0.9687 0.9536
FRs Best 519 391 116 8 4 0.9355 0.9899 0.9769
SVM 519 385 111 13 10 0.8952 0.9747 0.9557

Table 23 presents results of testing activity of FRs and SVM on subset S4. The overall accuracy is higher
than 0.8, i.e. 80%. FRs accuracy of Average and also the Best case model is higher than SVM based
model.

Table 23 Experiment A1 – testing of FRs and SVM on subset S4

Act. Subs. Method Rec. TN TP FN FP TPR TNR ACC

Test S4
FRs Average 168 114.7330 29.9000 12.1000 11.2667 0.7119 0.9106 0.8609
FRs Best 168 123 29 13 3 0.6905 0.9762 0.9048
SVM 168 119 20 22 7 0.4762 0.9444 0.8274

Table 24 shows results of training activity of FRs and SVM on combination of subsets S1, S2, S3 and
S4. In this time, accuracy of SVM model is higher than FRs Average model, but as always FRs Best
model has even higher accuracy. However, from overall point of view, results of accuracy are high for
all models.

Table 24 Experiment A1 – training of FRs and SVM on subsets S1, S2, S3, S4

Act. Subset Method Rec. TN TP FN FP TPR TNR ACC

Train S1, S2, S3, S4
FRs Average 687 486.6670 143.6330 23.3667 33.3333 0.8601 0.9359 0.9175
FRs Best 687 501 156 11 19 0.9341 0.9635 0.9563
SVM 687 501 147 20 19 0.8802 0.9635 0.9432

Table 25 presents testing activity of FRs and SVM on subset S5. The models were trained on all previous
subsets. There is visible the same pattern as in training activity. Accuracy of FRs Average model is
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lower than accuracy of SVM based model, but accuracy of FRs Best model is higher again. All models
has accuracy higher than 0.8, therefore, it can be used for prediction.

Table 25 Experiment A1 – testing of FRs and SVM on subset S5

Act. Subset Method Rec. TN TP FN FP TPR TNR ACC

Test S5
FRs Average 100 71.4000 13.7333 2.2667 12.6000 0.8583 0.8500 0.8513
FRs Best 100 81 13 3 3 0.8125 0.9643 0.9400
SVM 100 75 13 3 9 0.8125 0.8929 0.8800

The results of experiment A1 showed that it is possible to use both methods, FRs and SVM, for
prediction of evaluated parameter in our approach. As it was also expected, accuracy of FRs based
models is not stable as accuracy of SVM based models. However, all models based on both methods
with this settings and type of datasets, except of one subset (testing on subset S3), have high results of
accuracy of prediction.

5.2.4.3 Experiment A2

Experiment A2 combines Training type 1 Training at the beginning and Test type A Whole subset. It
means training activity of FRs and SVM at the first dataset only. In practice it means that MLM are
trained on first subset S1 only. Then sequentially tested on subset S2, S3, S4, and S5. The results of
training and testing activities are described in following tables.

Table 26 presents results of ability to train FRs and SVM models on subset S1. Accuracy is like in
Experiment A1 very high, almost 100%. Difference to Experiment 1 is now that there is only one
training activity. Trained predictive models are then used for all following subsets.

Table 26 Experiment A2 – training of FRs and SVM on subset S1

Act. Subset Method Rec. TN TP FN FP TPR TNR ACC

Train S1
FRs Average 385 295.1330 82.5000 3.5000 3.8667 0.9593 0.9871 0.9809
FRs Best 385 299 83 3 0 0.9651 1.0000 0.9922
SVM 385 298 84 2 1 0.9767 0.9967 0.9922

Table 27 shows results of first testing activity of trained FRs and SVM models on subset S2. We can
see the same pattern as in the experiment A1 here. Model FR Best has the best accuracy, but FR Average
model is lower than SVM based model. However, each accuracy is above 0.8.

Table 27 Experiment A2 – testing of FRs and SVM on subset S2

Act. Subset Method Rec. TN TP FN FP TPR TNR ACC

Test S2
FRs Average 68 39.9000 15.4000 6.6000 6.1000 0.7000 0.8674 0.8132
FRs Best 68 44 19 3 2 0.8636 0.9565 0.9265
SVM 68 45 14 8 1 0.6364 0.9783 0.8676
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Table 28 shows results of testing activity of FRs and SVM models on subset S3. Models were trained
on subset S1 only. It shows slightly decreasing accuracy, where accuracy of FRs Average model is under
0.8. And the pattern of accuracy of FRs Best, SVM and FRs Average models stays the same.

Table 28 Experiment A2 – testing of FRs and SVM on subset S3

Act. Subset Method Rec. TN TP FN FP TPR TNR ACC

Test S3
FRs Average 68 35.5333 14.3000 8.7000 9.4667 0.6217 0.7896 0.7328
FRs Best 68 43 17 6 2 0.7391 0.9556 0.8824
SVM 68 43 15 8 2 0.6522 0.9556 0.8529

Table 29 presents results of testing activity of FRs and SVM models on subset S4. The accuracy of both
models are around same numbers as in previous subset. Also there is small improvement in accuracy of
FRs Average model. The pattern of accuracy FRs Best, SVM and FRs Average models stays the same.
It means accuracy of FRs Best models is the best, followed by accuracy of SVM based model and then
accuracy of FRs Average model.

Table 29 Experiment A2 – testing of FRs and SVM on subset S4

Act. Subset Method Rec. TN TP FN FP TPR TNR ACC

Test S4
FRs Average 168 105.0670 27.8000 14.2000 20.9333 0.6619 0.8339 0.7909
FRs Best 168 115 31 11 11 0.7381 0.9127 0.8690
SVM 168 122 23 19 4 0.5476 0.9683 0.8631

Table 30 shows results of testing activity of FRs and SVM models on subset S5. The pattern of accuracy
FRs Best, SVM and FRs Average models stays the same. Interesting is that accuracy of FRs Best models
is 0.9, which is even higher than in testing activity on previous subset.

Table 30 Experiment A2 – testing of FRs and SVM on subset S5

Act. Subset Method Rec. TN TP FN FP TPR TNR ACC

Test S5
FRs Average 100 62.8000 12.8000 3.2000 21.2000 0.8000 0.7476 0.7560
FRs Best 100 77 13 3 7 0.8125 0.9167 0.9000
SVM 100 76 11 5 8 0.6875 0.9048 0.8700

The results of experiment A2 confirmed finding from experiment A1 – it is possible to use both methods,
FRs and SVM, for prediction of evaluated parameter in our approach. In results, it is visible the same
pattern in results of accuracy as in experiment A1. It means SVM based model has more stable results
of accuracy, average number of 30 models of FRs has lower accuracy, and the best accuracy is the best
model of FRs. However, both methods, in this settings and type of datasets, have high accuracy of
prediction, only in some cases slightly under 0.8.

5.2.5 Experiments Comparison
This section, Experiments comparison, focuses on comparison of training approach. Experiment A1
presented approach of performing training activity with each new subset. Thus models are continuously
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trained, if new subset, or data, is available. On the other hand experiment A2 was focused on another
approach, training of models only at first subset and then using trained prediction model on all following
subsets. In experiment hypothesis 3 we suppose that continuous training will be more accurate.

Method of comparison is following: For testing activity in each subset (S2, S3, S4, S5) we give a point
to the approach, which has the results with higher accuracy. As the result of comparison, approach with
most points is better and brings more accurate results.

Table 31 brings comparison of training activity of FRs and SVM based models within experiments A1
and A2. It shows that for both experiments the results of accuracy were high. SVM based models was
trained for both examples the same as expected. FRs based models also as expected. As FRs is stochastic
method, it found during a training activity in each experiment different models, with different accuracy
results.

Table 31 Comparison of A1 and A2 – training of FRs and SVM on subset S1

Act. Subset Method ACC Experiment

Train S1

FRs Average
0.9744 A1
0.9809 A2

FRs Best
0.9974 A1
0.9922 A2

SVM
0.9922 A1
0.9922 A2

Table 32 presents results of testing activity of FRs and SVM models on subset S2. Such as in both cases
the models were trained just in previous subset S1, the results are almost identic. Only small difference
is surprisingly the accuracy of FRs Average models in experiment A2. It has higher accuracy on training
example than A1, but now it has lower accuracy on testing subset. A1 training type gets three points,
and A2 training type gets two points.

Table 32 Comparison of A1 and A2 – testing of FRs and SVM on subset S2

Comparison A1 and A2
Act. Subset Method ACC Experiment A1 A2

Test S2

FRs Average
0.8137 A1

1
0.8132 A2

FRs Best
0.9265 A1

1 1
0.9265 A2

SVM
0.8676 A1

1 1
0.8676 A2

Table 33 presents results of testing activity of FRs and SVM models on subset S3. There is interesting
that models within A1 were retrained on combination of subsets S1 and S2, while models within A2 are
trained only on subset S1. The results show that FRs Average and FRs Best models have higher accuracy
after retraining. On the other hand, SVM based model is better without retraining now. As it was also
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discussed in experiment A1, subset S3 is quite difficult subset for prediction. This subset is more
different from previous subsets that served for training activity. A1 training type gets two points, and
A2 training type gets one point.

Table 33 Comparison of A1 and A2 – testing of FRs and SVM on subset S3

Comparison A1 and A2
Act. Subset Method ACC Experiment A1 A2

Test S3

FRs Average
0.7750 A1

1
0.7328 A2

FRs Best
0.8971 A1

1
0.8824 A2

SVM
0.7647 A1

1
0.8529 A2

Table 34 shows results of testing activity of FRs and SVM models on subset S4. Models within A1 were
retrained again. Accuracy of FRs model shows that retraining brings higher accuracy. Accuracy of SVM
model is for both experiments quite high and even better than in previous problematic subset S3.
Accuracy is above 0.8. However, high accuracy has A2 experiment too. A1 training type gets two points,
and A2 training type gets one point.

Table 34 Comparison of A1 and A2 – testing of FRs and SVM on subset S4

Comparison A1 and A2
Act. Subset Method ACC Experiment A1 A2

Test S4

FRs Average
0.8609 A1

1
0.7909 A2

FRs Best
0.9048 A1

1
0.8690 A2

SVM
0.8274 A1

1
0.8631 A2

Table 35 presents results of testing activity of FRs and SVM models on the last subset S5. Again, models
of A1 experiment were retrained. It directly shows that retraining of models brings higher accuracy
across all models. However, also accuracy of models of A2 experiments is not rapidly low. A1 training
type gets three points, and A2 training type gets zero points.
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Table 35 Comparison of A1 and A2 – testing of FRs and SVM on subset S5

Comparison A1 and A2
Act. Subset Method ACC Experiment A1 A2

Test S5

FRs Average
0.8513 A1

1
0.7560 A2

FRs Best
0.9400 A1

1
0.9000 A2

SVM
0.8800 A1

1
0.8700 A2

Comparison of experiments A1 and A2 bring interesting results. Training type continuous training,
which was done within A1 experiment gets in overall summary 10 points. Training type training at the
beginning, which was done within A2 experiment gets in overall summary 4 points. It confirmed
experiment hypothesis 3 that retraining of MLM based models, experiment A1, brings more accurate
results of prediction. However, we can see that results of experiment A2 were also not low as we
expected. One of the reasons is also that the company dataset was quite stable and company followed
quite same approach with standardized use cases and same development process with all its patterns.
On the other hand, it shows that company did not appropriately reacted to extra work issues during a
project lifetime and continued to make same mistakes again.

5.2.6 Experiments Conclusion
We have run two experiments to prove or disprove our experiment hypothesis. Experiment hypothesis
3 – Training of MLM approach was proven, and discussed in previous section. We propose to use
continuous training strategy for proposed approach of process prediction based on use cases. It is more
sustainable approach, because training only at the beginning can brings issues after long time of using
the proposed prediction approach. The accuracy of prediction model could degrade. Therefore,
continuous training will bring sustainable results during all the time.

Experiment hypothesis 2 – Machine learning methods was focused on usability of individual machine
learning methods within our approach. The hypothesis was proven. We have compared results of
accuracy of predictive models based on FRs and SVM methods. We have found the same and expected
behavior pattern of both types of models. It means SVM based model always has more stable behavior
with the focus on accuracy. On the other hand FRs method could find better models for prediction.
However in average, based on compared 30 FRs models, the accuracy is lower.

The last, but not least, is experiment hypothesis 1 – Approach usability, which is focused on overall
accuracy and usability of the approach and machine learning methods within the company. This was
also essential question of the thesis, if it is possible to use the approach, which is using machine learning
methods and is focused on process artifact – use case. And if it can work as decision support and bring
interesting results to the real company. When we look at the overall accuracy of all models within all
experiments types, it is visible that results of accuracy were always higher than 0.73, and majority was
above 0.85. Therefore, it proves that the proposed approach of process prediction was successfully
applied to the particular company and can be used as decision support.
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5.3 Conclusion of Software Process Prediction based on Use
Cases

We have presented approach for prediction of software development process based on process artifact,
specifically the use case. It reflects process situation where is available information about process
artifacts and some information about process case. The approach uses machine learning methods, which
were tested in several comparison experiments, and also is presented by case study in software
development company.

Intention of this section 5 Software Process Prediction based on Use Cases was to answer the Research
Question 2 – How to predict future process steps based on use case description by using machine
learning methods in real case scenarios with lack of data? The research proven our hypothesis that it is
possible by machine learning methods to classify historical process cases, containing use case and
process info, and based on that predict future process steps, which are in focus of prediction. To be able
to use machine learning methods parametrization of inputs is needed. Therefore, we have proposed own
approach of parametrization. This approach was successfully tested in Czech middle sized company
with its specific software development process. It proved possibility to adapt and implement the
approach to different software development process with data, respectively different process info, is
available.

Benefits of this approach are that it is directly created on the software development process, which uses
process artifact use case. Also it can be applied to the prediction in companies with lack of all data
necessary, as the approach can have different prediction info, based on data availability and prediction
interest. This prediction can serve as decision support, e.g. for stakeholders to decide about future
process steps.

The limitations of the approach are following:
- For every new company, or data set, the parameters ranges has to be initially set up
- Prerequisite of the approach is that use cases are written in standardized form. That allows the

possibility of comparison. If the use cases are written in not standardized form, it is difficult to
parametrize them and compare by using machine learning methods.

Future work is discussed in 7.3.2 Future Work in the Field of Prediction based on Use Cases.
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6 PROPOSAL OF METHODOLOGY FOR
INTELLIGENT PROCESS SUPPORT

This section presents our research based on Research Question 3 (more in section 3.3 Research Question
3). The idea is to create methodology, which will cover process modeling and process mining
approaches, supported by formal layer. This section provides an overview of proposed methodology,
that combines approaches and methods created and used in previous sections, and integrates it to overall
methodology for intelligent process support. The methodology also contains proposal for connection to
process modeling, which is presented in model example.

6.1 Methodology Overview
We have proposed methodology for intelligent process support, which is focused on process modeling
with combination of analysis of real process executions, and intelligent process support in the meaning
of process analysis and process prediction. The overall structure of the methodology is depicted in Figure
25. The structure can be divided into the two separate sections – two squares with dashed borders –
Process modeling and Process mining part. The process modeling part, our developed framework and
methodology are described more in the section 6.4 Proposal of Connection to Process Modeling.

Process Modeling

Process Mining

De Jure
Model

De Facto
Model

Real WorldIS
Historical Data

Running Cases

Data Procesing / Base
of Activities

Data Science

Prom
ote

Figure 25 Intelligent process support methodology

Figure 25 provides overview of the circle in the processes. The circle means process modeling on the
one hand and on the other hand process mining and working with a process data. Process modeling
describes the process and it is stored in de jure model. In our case, as the combination with process
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mining, the process runs at some information system or systems, which captures the event data about
the process in to the event log. This data is divided into two parts. First part is actually Running Cases.
It means the process cases that were not finished yet. When the case is finished, it is moved to historical
data. The real enactment of the process is stored in de facto model and created by discover activity –
described more in 6.4.3 Discover Activity. Checking the de facto model against de jure model is done
in activity check – described more in 6.4.4 Check Activity. Enhance of the de jure model is in section
6.4.5 Enhance Activity. Promote of the de jure model in section 6.4.6 Promote Activity. The
methodology covers also predict activity, which is described more in section 6.3 Predict Activity. The
activities are map-able to process mining framework activities presented in state of the art section 2.1.1
Process Mining Framework. On the right side of the figure is shown orange rectangle, it is an abstraction
of introduction of the data science methods to our methodology. In detail, it serves in activity Data
Processing/Base of activities, where we pre-process data by different methods, and the results can be
used as an input in other activities – more about data pre-processing is described in the following section.

6.2 Data Pre-Processing Methods
It is possible to use different methods from data science as data pre-processing methods for activity
predict, where based on the historical data, method predicts the future running of the case. It is also
possible to use different methods for activity explore, where by some methods is possible to compare
running cases with historical cases and based on that comparison it can be decided how to continue in
process. Figure 26 shows the methodology with highlighted only the parts, which we are focusing now.
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Real WorldIS
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Data Preprocesing /
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Data Science
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Methods
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Alignment
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Use

Figure 26 Methodology – data pre-processing

As is depicted in Figure 27, data pre-processing is done on historical data or on running cases. Data pre-
processing can be done by different methods from data science, for example, machine learning methods,
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or clustering methods. Historical data from event log of information system are used to create different
clusters of similar cases. Thus we can make an analysis and input to activity Explore or Predict.

Historical Data

Running Cases

Data Pre-procesing

Cluster 1

Cluster 2

Cluster 3

Figure 27 Data pre-processing abstraction

As is already mentioned above, there can be used different data pre-processing methods. In our case and
research, we have introduced methods:

- Sequence alignment – this method compares sequences, paths in the process cases, and finds
the similar ones. It also helps to identify patterns in cases. More about this method is in the
section 4.2 Process Analysis based on the Sequence Alignment and in our published papers
[120,121].

- Turtle logic method – by this method, that is not described in this thesis, but described in our
published paper [118], we are able to find similar cases based on the path that is drawn by the
pointer that is moving towards according to the order of activities in the process case.

- Machine learning methods – for analysis of process cases using process artifacts
[114,115,117,122-124].

6.3 Predict Activity
Prediction means have an estimation where actually running process cases should continue, which steps
should be next one and base on this information is possible for example to tailor, and adjust, next process
case run.

Prediction can have several levels. On the first level, it is possible to predict the process trace and its
steps based on the information directly from the process case. For instance, we can have information
about duration of the activity, or predecessor and successor of individual activity, or information on that
if the user is doing this activity such a time, and then in 90 percent of historical cases was then next step
following, etc.

In our methodology, we are focused on additional information for predict activity – process artifacts.
Process artifacts serve as additional source of information that we can use for prediction of next steps
of the process. Process artifacts can naturally influence the running case and its next steps. For example,
we have a process where user while performing the activity “consolidation” creates a document payment
where amount of money to pay is higher than limit, then the payment cannot proceed by activity “pay”,
because it has to continue to activity “approval by another user”. Thus the next steps of the process were
influenced by the process artifact and its parameters. This was simple example where next steps were
obvious, but we can also analyze the artifacts and base on that analysis we can find not-obvious
correlations and predict the process more accordingly.
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Figure 28 Methodology – prediction activity

Figure 28 shows an overall view of the methodology with highlighted predict activity, as it is described
in this section. The prediction requires usage of some clustering or classification method, where we can
use machine learning methods.
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Figure 29 Prediction activity – abstraction

Figure 29 depicts abstraction of process prediction activity. As was mentioned above it requires two
points of view – processing of case data and processing of process artifacts data. So far, we have
proposed method for software process prediction based on the process artifact use case more in the
section 5 Software Process Prediction based on Use Cases.

6.4 Proposal of Connection to Process Modeling
This thesis is proposing also connection of the methodology with process modeling approach, which we
have also created in our research team. Whole approach, framework and methodology, is possible to
read in our several scientific papers [66-68,119] and also in dissertation thesis of Košinár [65]. One of
the benefits of this process modeling framework and methodology is that it is supported by formal basis.
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This section and following subsection describe the existing framework and methodology for process
modeling, which we have developed, and is adding proposal of the connection between process mining.
This connection brings us the possibilities of the modeling from the “bottom” and the process modeling
that aim the model the process from the “top”.

6.4.1 Process Modeling Methodology
First of all we need to introduce part of our work – methodology for process modeling – the Knowledge
Support for Software Processes [68]. In detail it is also described in the paper [67], where the framework
and methodology is used for healthcare processes. The framework and methodology were created to
cover software processes, but such as software process is a specialization of business process and also
process is following the meta-model in the meaning that it has activities, users, and so on, it is suitable
to support any other business processes by this framework. Thus we were able also to test the framework
on healthcare processes.

Our research combines the modeling techniques with process meta-model [24,68] that brings improving
of the intuitiveness of the modeling, utilizes reusable common vocabulary, terminology alignment,
process analysis, process simulation, and exceptional states handling.

Figure 30 Knowledge Support for Software Processes – reference house

Figure 30 describes reference house of the Knowledge Support for Software Processes framework and
methodology. Level 0 of the house (basement) depicts Base Layer – meta-model and terminology and
Middle Layer – explicit process profile (provides reusable elements for visual process modeling). Level
1 of the house – Top Layer – pattern based visual process modeling. Level 2 of the house (roof) – models
integration, simulation, reengineering and optimization.

In this thesis we are focused on the processes and its dynamic behavior, therefore, we are focused on
Behavioral Perspective and using UML Activity Diagram.
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From the behavioral perspective, the most important part of this process modeling framework and
methodology is the three layers approach with formal layers at the background. The layers are depicted
in Figure 31.
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Figure 31 Process modeling framework

The part Process modeling, which is meant by Knowledge support framework for software Processes
framework and methodology, aims to create the process model of the software process in particular
organization. From simplified point of view it has three layers:

6.4.1.1 Layer 0 – Meta-model layer

This part is named Unified Process Meta-Model (UPMM). It focuses on the adjusting the own meta-
model according to the organizational needs. Adjusting means that organization, or the process analyst,
choose the parts of the meta-model that will be needed in the particular modeling. We do not have to
use all the possibilities that meta-model supports, but we can use only parts of it.

As is mentioned above, we have created own meta-model – The Unified Process Meta-Model. Of course,
there are various process meta-models available [68]. However, each of them was designed to support
different process aspects like context, goal (or product), activity, strategy, or automatization. Our meta-
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model, on the contrary, unifies all base terminology necessary for complex process capture and
representation. The Unified Process Meta-Model is described in the paper [67].

As we can see in Figure 31 from overall meta-model is possible to select for example only Process
element that consists of Process steps and each Process step has one Event.

6.4.1.2 Layer 1 – Process prescription (Explicit Knowledge Profile)

It defines which parts of the meta-model that was set up in the previous layer can be used for further
process modeling. These parts of the process model have defined constraints. For example for modeling
we can use Event A and Event B, then three existing constraints that define how these events can be
used – if in parallel or in sequence, etc. Constraints are written formalized by language OWL. Web
Ontology Language (OWL) – for meta-model creation, modeling of domain terminology, attributes, and
visual modeling language mapping and alignment. OWL has some nice characteristics suitable for
process analysts and theorists [7] – the rules and facts are separated in disjoint boxes known as TBox
(classes/concepts), ABox (assertions/individuals), and RBox (object properties/roles/relationships);
with this setup can be common vocabulary easily shared and reused, and its RDF/XML based schema
is well prepared for further utilization.

Important is to note that the framework and methodology takes in the account also that this layer
describes the process model and layer 2 is just easier way how to work with the model – visualize it.
However, the framework and methodology also agrees with the idea that Layer 1 can be Process
prescription and Layer 2 is the final process model that should be executed in reality. Final process
model is visualized and also described in the formal definition.

As we can see in Figure 31 from element Event is prepared five events A, B, C, D, X. Formal definition
of process prescription defines that Event C is preceding Event A, and Event A is parallel with Event
D. It means that this boundaries should be preserved and the rest can be modeled.

6.4.1.3 Layer 2 – Process model (Visual Process modeling)

This layer focus on visual process modeling, in process mining terminology it means creation of de jure
model. De jure model is assembled from the pieces that process prescription from the layer 1 provides
to layer 2. It has to follow the constraints of the prescription model and in case of need add new
constraints. Figure 32 depicts that process prescription is a subset of the process model in the meaning
of defined constraints.

As a tool for modeling our framework utilizes Unified Modeling Language [14,68] diagrams that are
suitable for process representation – Activity Diagrams for behavioral modeling, Class Diagrams for
structural modeling, and Use Case Diagrams for modeling functional aspects. Thus as behavioral
modeling of the processes is used UML Activity diagram that is semiformal definition of the process.
Thanks to transferability UML activity diagram to OWL we are able to write down process model in a
formal definition also. It is important for further usage.
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Figure 32 Process model and process prescription

As we can see in Figure 31 there is a visual process model – de jure model and also the same model is
described by formal definition in OWL.

6.4.2 Process Mining and Process Modeling Methodology Overview
The proposed methodology Intelligent process support of different process mining methods, which were
discussed in first sub-sections of section 6 Proposal of Methodology for Intelligent Process Support, is
extended in this section to by connection to process modeling framework and methodology that was
described in the previous section.

The Figure 33 depicts overall structure of the proposed methodology Intelligent process support.
Compared to structure presented in Figure 25, it shows that de jure and de facto process models are
extended by Process prescription layer, by formal rules. Also, the basis of these models is meta-model
UPMM.
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Figure 33 Methodology – process mining and process modeling approach – overview

In Figure 34 is extended view of different layers of process modeling (depicted in Figure 31). As addition
to three layers of process modeling, marked by blue color, is there layer 3 Execution of the process,
marked by green color, and represents an abstraction of real execution of the process and creation of
log. As a second part of the figure is standing Integrated process mining part, marked by orange color,
and depicts how individual process activities uses different layers of process modeling and process
execution. Each activity and its connections are described in following sections.
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Figure 34 Methodology – process mining and process modeling approach – layers overview

6.4.3 Discover Activity
This activity aims to discover the process from the event logs. Figure 35 depicts that discover activity
uses historical data from event log of execution of the processes and creates formal definition of de facto
model. We propose to use methods of the process mining, and adjust the output of the methods to create
formal definition that is written in the OWL language that we support in the framework and
methodology.
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Figure 35 Methodology – process mining and process modeling approach – discover activity

Figure 34 described how the discover activity corresponds to layers overview. It shows that discover
activity works with the layer 3 Execution of the process.

6.4.4 Check Activity
This activity aims to compare the event log and de jure model. It uses formal definition of the particular
process cases and formal definition of de facto model and formal definition of the process prescription.
The main idea of the conformance checking of the process mining methods is based on “replaying” the
event log and evaluating how much the event log fits to the process model.  For example, technique in
the paper [98] compute the fitness of a model by comparing the number of missing and remaining tokens
with the number of consumed and produced tokens during replay.

In the integration of the process mining to the framework is this activity addressed from another point
of view. Figure 34 shows that the check activity is comparing the formal definitions of the de jure model
from layer 2, process prescription from layer 1 and formal definitions of the particular process cases
created by discover activity. We focus more on the structure of the process model to distinguish if the
particular case follows the definitions and constraints of the de jure model. Definitions and constraints
are written in OWL. If the particular case breaks some definitions and constraints it can highlight this
behavior and warn. The particular case can be then used for further investigation. Abstraction of the
approach is also depicted in Figure 36.
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Figure 36 Methodology – process mining and process modeling approach – check activity

The approach is following, at the beginning, there is process prescription that says that we can use this
type of event. There are also some constraints influencing usage of the event, for example event A and
event B has to be performed in parallel, etc. According to this model prescription, it is possible to create
process model. Process model (de jure) has to follow the constraints in the prescription and also can
create own. Of course, these constraints cannot break the constraints of the prescription, but it can add
some more. It is because process model is a final definition of the process. For example, let’s consider
events A and B that are performed parallel and after performance of these events is event C. Thus, there
is a new constraint that say after event A and B has to always be event C.

Last but not least is de facto model that represents real execution of the process. Then, it is possible to
compare de facto, de jure and prescription model on the level of formal description. Assuming that the
de jure model was created according to constraints of prescription model, first it is compared de facto
model with de jure model. Then, if the models are not same and there exist some deviations, it is possible
to compare de facto model with prescription model to find out, if the de facto model at least fits to main
constraints in the prescription model. It means that the de jure model is not followed in the reality, but
at least the model followed in the reality fits to the process prescription. Thus, for the company it means
that the deviations are not such a big issue and maybe they could think about changing de jure model.
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As it was mentioned, the comparison is done on different levels:
- De facto and de jure level – this comparison aims to find the deviations between model of real

process executions and the model that should be followed in the reality. If the models are
identical, it means that the process in reality is executed in the way that it was modeled. If not,
it is possible to analyze the impact of the deviation.

- De facto model and prescription model level – it compares de jure model with process
prescription. It means, if at least the execution of the process fits to main constraints in the
prescription model. As it was mentioned above, if it finds out that the de jure model fits to
prescription model from organizational point of view, it is possible to state that the process
followed in the reality is not as it was desired (de jure model), but at least, it does not break
important constraints of the structure that were designed in the level of process prescription
during the process modeling. If the de jure model also breaks the rules the prescription model,
it found bigger deviation that needs to be handled. How to handle it, depends on particular
deviation, but there exist following possibilities:
o Enhance – The organization finds out that the deviation is not considered as a wrong

deviation and update the process prescription, respective process model. More
information in the enhance activity.

o Analyze the deviation – The organization finds out that the deviation considered as a
wrong deviation, so there can be used further analysis of the process mining methods
and the methods of the framework to find out what happened and how ensure that it
will not happen again. For example, we can find out, which person executed the
problematic event, using social networks, what are their connection, etc.

6.4.5 Enhance Activity
Enhance activity uses information gathered from the activities check or diagnose and updates
prescription model or process model. Process modeling always handle with issue how to model the
reality and how should be the processes modeled. It is the work of analysts in the company that has to
figure out how the processes should be implemented and build in the particular company. Usually, in
reality, it happens that the process is not followed as was desired. Then the analysts or automatic analysis
have to consider, if that deviation is some issue that has to be solved or enhance the process model, and
in case of need enhance also process prescription in the way to support current issue.
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Figure 37 Methodology – process mining and process modeling approach – enhance activity

As is possible to see in Figure 37, enhance activity aims to update de jure model. In particular, it means
in the first level to improve the Process model on layer 2 (Figure 34) in the second level it is update of
process rules, it means Process prescription on layer 1. The issue is that these updates have to be
approved by process analyst in the company or there can exist automatic approach. This approach will
have set up rules in which the Process prescription or Process model can be updated. For instance, the
rules can be benevolent and limit only that process prescription rules cannot be in contradiction with
any new rules. Then the enhance activity can update the process prescription with new rules to be
followed. This rules will be marked as automatically added. In case of any contradiction in next enhance
process then the process owner must decide if to keep already automatically added rules or update the
process prescription with new rules. There is many possibilities how to work with the settings of enhance
rules and how to set up the level of updates of the Process model and Process prescription.

6.4.6 Promote Activity
Promote activity uses de facto model and creates de jure model and particular process prescription – see
Figure 38. This case can happen, when the methodology is used in the company, which has not used the
methodology so far and their process model is not done properly. Then, we can use the integrated process
mining methods, create de facto model and transform it into the de jure model. Then, it creates according
to de jure model create process prescription. Also, it creates basic knowledge base that can be more
fulfilled later. This is the step to the process modeling. Then, it is possible to adjust created process
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prescription, respectively process model based on the need of the company. Without the process
discovery the company is not able to enhance process model because of its missing description.
However, process modeling from the top is also applicable in this case, but it takes more time to model
the process according to the methodology and if the process is running at that time, it is better to start
with instant modeling the process model from the “bottom”.
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Figure 38 Methodology – process mining and process modeling approach – promote activity

6.4.7 Model Example
This section presents two model examples of usage of the methodology and the connection of process
modeling and process mining parts with the support of formal layer [119].

First model example is the application of the activities discover, check and enhance in the organization
that has process model created by the methodology. Second model example is the application of the
discovery and promote activities in the organization that needs to model its process.

Limitations: Model examples are simplified. The formal definitions are focused only to an abstraction
of main point. This example is focused on process structure, process trace. In a complex view, we can
also check if the event is performed by some role (“isPerformedBy”), is executed by some organization
(“isExecutedBy”), context of the execution.
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6.4.7.1 Model example 1

Let’s assume that we have an Organization O that has the process modeled by our methodology. Now
we apply integrated process mining methods to analyze how the process is executed in reality, and
according to that information, organization can improve their processes.

Process prescription – Layer 1
Process prescription is defined the following way:

- Activity: A, B, C, D, E, X
- Constraints:

o A is followed by D
o A is parallel with B

Formal definition abstraction of the process prescription:
<Ontology xmlns=http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl

<ClassAssertion><Class IRI="Task"/><NamedIndividual IRI="A"/></ClassAssertion>
<ClassAssertion><Class IRI="Task"/><NamedIndividual IRI="B"/></ClassAssertion>
<ClassAssertion><Class IRI="Task"/><NamedIndividual IRI="C"/></ClassAssertion>
<ClassAssertion><Class IRI="Task"/><NamedIndividual IRI="D"/></ClassAssertion>
<ClassAssertion><Class IRI="Task"/><NamedIndividual IRI="E"/></ClassAssertion>
<ClassAssertion><Class IRI="Task"/><NamedIndividual IRI="X"/></ClassAssertion>
<ObjectPropertyAssertion><ObjectProperty IRI="isFollowedBy"/><NamedIndividual IRI="A"/><NamedIndividual

IRI="D"/></ObjectPropertyAssertion>
<ObjectPropertyAssertion><ObjectProperty IRI="isParallelWith"/><NamedIndividual IRI="A"/><NamedIndividual

IRI="B"/></ObjectPropertyAssertion>
</Ontology>

According to the prescription, for example one version of the process model could be modeled like is
depicted in Figure 39. First are executed A and B events in parallel, and then finally D event.

B

A
D

Figure 39 Model example 1 – visualization of the process prescription possibilities

Process model

During the visual process modeling in the organization they decided to put the activity X before A and
the process starts with event C. Process model is depicted in Figure 40. It does not break any constraints
defined in the process prescription, so it is possible to do it.

C
B

A
D

X
Figure 40 Model example 1 – de jure process model

http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl
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Formal definition abstraction of the process model:
<Ontology xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl"

<ClassAssertion><Class IRI="Task"/><NamedIndividual IRI="A"/></ClassAssertion>
<ClassAssertion><Class IRI="Task"/><NamedIndividual IRI="B"/></ClassAssertion>
<ClassAssertion><Class IRI="Task"/><NamedIndividual IRI="C"/></ClassAssertion>
<ClassAssertion><Class IRI="Task"/><NamedIndividual IRI="D"/></ClassAssertion>
<ClassAssertion><Class IRI="Task"/><NamedIndividual IRI="X"/></ClassAssertion>
<ObjectPropertyAssertion><ObjectProperty IRI="precedes"/><NamedIndividual IRI="A"/><NamedIndividual

IRI="X"/></ObjectPropertyAssertion>
<ObjectPropertyAssertion><ObjectProperty IRI="precedes"/><NamedIndividual IRI="D"/><NamedIndividual

IRI="A"/></ObjectPropertyAssertion>
<ObjectPropertyAssertion><ObjectProperty IRI="precedes"/><NamedIndividual IRI="D"/><NamedIndividual

IRI="B"/></ObjectPropertyAssertion>
<ObjectPropertyAssertion><ObjectProperty IRI="precedes"/><NamedIndividual IRI="B"/><NamedIndividual

IRI="C"/></ObjectPropertyAssertion>
<ObjectPropertyAssertion><ObjectProperty IRI="precedes"/><NamedIndividual IRI="X"/><NamedIndividual

IRI="C"/></ObjectPropertyAssertion>
<ObjectPropertyAssertion><ObjectProperty IRI="isFollowedBy"/><NamedIndividual IRI="C"/><NamedIndividual

IRI="B"/></ObjectPropertyAssertion>
<ObjectPropertyAssertion><ObjectProperty IRI="isFollowedBy"/><NamedIndividual IRI="B"/><NamedIndividual

IRI="D"/></ObjectPropertyAssertion>
<ObjectPropertyAssertion><ObjectProperty IRI="isFollowedBy"/><NamedIndividual IRI="X"/><NamedIndividual

IRI="A"/></ObjectPropertyAssertion>
<ObjectPropertyAssertion><ObjectProperty IRI="isFollowedBy"/><NamedIndividual IRI="A"/><NamedIndividual

IRI="D"/></ObjectPropertyAssertion>
<ObjectPropertyAssertion><ObjectProperty IRI="isParallelWith"/><NamedIndividual IRI="A"/><NamedIndividual

IRI="B"/></ObjectPropertyAssertion>
<ObjectPropertyAssertion><ObjectProperty IRI="isParallelWith"/><NamedIndividual IRI="X"/><NamedIndividual

IRI="B"/></ObjectPropertyAssertion>
<ObjectPropertyAssertion><ObjectProperty IRI="isParallelWith"/><NamedIndividual IRI="B"/><NamedIndividual

IRI="A"/></ObjectPropertyAssertion>
</Ontology>

Formal definition is written down in the XML format in OWL language. We have just note that it is
simplified example of the code. We can see that we have defined five activities: A, B, C, D, X. According
to the modeled process model by UML activity diagram, there were defined some constraints. For
example highlighted rows are these which are prescribed by the process prescription. It means activity
A is followed by activity D and activity A is parallel with activity B. Like it was mentioned before the
model is simplified, thus now it does not focus to information like by whom is the event performed, in
which organization or in what context, etc.

Moreover, there rises also question: why the company during the modeling put new event there and
basically creates new constraints – X is followed by A, X is predecessor of A? It is essential, because in
reality during the adjusting the process prescription often happens that there is forgotten, or some
relationship not mentioned that rises to the mind of the people during the modeling of the particular
process model. Another reason can be that it is not always so important constraint so it gives possibility
to put it there and it has been specified only during the process modeling of the process model.

Discover activity

Performing of the activity discover creates a de facto process model that can be replied for all the cases
of the process.

Formal definition abstraction of discovered de facto model:
<Ontology xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl"

<ClassAssertion><Class IRI="Task"/><NamedIndividual IRI="A"/></ClassAssertion>
<ClassAssertion><Class IRI="Task"/><NamedIndividual IRI="B"/></ClassAssertion>
<ClassAssertion><Class IRI="Task"/><NamedIndividual IRI="C"/></ClassAssertion>
<ClassAssertion><Class IRI="Task"/><NamedIndividual IRI="D"/></ClassAssertion>
<ClassAssertion><Class IRI="Task"/><NamedIndividual IRI="E"/></ClassAssertion>
<ObjectPropertyAssertion><ObjectProperty IRI="precedes"/><NamedIndividual IRI="A"/><NamedIndividual

IRI="X"/></ObjectPropertyAssertion>

http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl
http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl
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<ObjectPropertyAssertion><ObjectProperty IRI="precedes"/><NamedIndividual IRI="D"/><NamedIndividual
IRI="A"/></ObjectPropertyAssertion>

<ObjectPropertyAssertion><ObjectProperty IRI="precedes"/><NamedIndividual IRI="D"/><NamedIndividual
IRI="B"/></ObjectPropertyAssertion>

<ObjectPropertyAssertion><ObjectProperty IRI="precedes"/><NamedIndividual IRI="B"/><NamedIndividual
IRI="C"/></ObjectPropertyAssertion>

<ObjectPropertyAssertion><ObjectProperty IRI="precedes"/><NamedIndividual IRI="E"/><NamedIndividual
IRI="D"/></ObjectPropertyAssertion>

<ObjectPropertyAssertion><ObjectProperty IRI="isFollowedBy"/><NamedIndividual IRI="C"/><NamedIndividual
IRI="B"/></ObjectPropertyAssertion>

<ObjectPropertyAssertion><ObjectProperty IRI="isFollowedBy"/><NamedIndividual IRI="B"/><NamedIndividual
IRI="D"/></ObjectPropertyAssertion>

<ObjectPropertyAssertion><ObjectProperty IRI="isFollowedBy"/><NamedIndividual IRI="A"/><NamedIndividual
IRI="D"/></ObjectPropertyAssertion>

<ObjectPropertyAssertion><ObjectProperty IRI="isFollowedBy"/><NamedIndividual IRI="D"/><NamedIndividual
IRI="E"/></ObjectPropertyAssertion>

<ObjectPropertyAssertion><ObjectProperty IRI="isParallelWith"/><NamedIndividual IRI="A"/><NamedIndividual
IRI="B"/></ObjectPropertyAssertion>

<ObjectPropertyAssertion><ObjectProperty IRI="isParallelWith"/><NamedIndividual IRI="B"/><NamedIndividual
IRI="A"/></ObjectPropertyAssertion>

</Ontology>

According to the discovered definition of de facto model, it is possible to create visualization:

C
B

A
D E

Figure 41 Model example 1 – de facto process model

Check activity

Check activity focus on the conformance check of the discovered de facto model with de jure model and
process prescription. First of all check activity compares the formalized process models to check out if
models are the same or there are some deviations. Then we can check individual cases of the process
and see why in this case of the process happened the particular deviation.

First is checked conformance of the de facto model and de jure model. The result is:
- De facto and de jure models are not complete the same and there exists deviations:

o Activity X is missing and its causes that following definitions are missing
 <ObjectPropertyAssertion><ObjectProperty IRI="precedes"/><NamedIndividual IRI="X"/><NamedIndividual

IRI="C"/></ObjectPropertyAssertion>

 <ObjectPropertyAssertion><ObjectProperty IRI="isFollowedBy"/><NamedIndividual IRI="X"/><NamedIndividual
IRI="A"/></ObjectPropertyAssertion>

 <ObjectPropertyAssertion><ObjectProperty IRI="isParallelWith"/><NamedIndividual
IRI="X"/><NamedIndividual IRI="B"/></ObjectPropertyAssertion>

o Activity E is extra and it causes that the following definitions are extra
 <ClassAssertion><Class IRI="Task"/><NamedIndividual IRI="E"/></ClassAssertion>

 <ObjectPropertyAssertion><ObjectProperty IRI="precedes"/><NamedIndividual IRI="E"/><NamedIndividual
IRI="D"/></ObjectPropertyAssertion>

 <ObjectPropertyAssertion><ObjectProperty IRI="isFollowedBy"/><NamedIndividual IRI="D"/><NamedIndividual
IRI="E"/></ObjectPropertyAssertion>
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Since de facto and de jure models have deviations, conformance of the de facto and prescription models
is checked:

- De facto model fulfills the constraints of the prescription.
o De facto model contains known activities and do not contain unknown activities

 <ClassAssertion><Class IRI="Task"/><NamedIndividual IRI="A"/></ClassAssertion>

 <ClassAssertion><Class IRI="Task"/><NamedIndividual IRI="B"/></ClassAssertion>

 <ClassAssertion><Class IRI="Task"/><NamedIndividual IRI="C"/></ClassAssertion>

 <ClassAssertion><Class IRI="Task"/><NamedIndividual IRI="D"/></ClassAssertion>

 <ClassAssertion><Class IRI="Task"/><NamedIndividual IRI="E"/></ClassAssertion>

o De facto model contains needed constraints from process prescription
 <ObjectPropertyAssertion><ObjectProperty IRI="isFollowedBy"/><NamedIndividual IRI="A"/><NamedIndividual

IRI="D"/></ObjectPropertyAssertion>

 <ObjectPropertyAssertion><ObjectProperty IRI="isParallelWith"/><NamedIndividual
IRI="A"/><NamedIndividual IRI="B"/></ObjectPropertyAssertion>

o De facto model do not contains constraints that breaks needed constraints
o De facto model contains new constraints that are not in the process prescription but do

not break needed constraints
 <ObjectPropertyAssertion><ObjectProperty IRI="precedes"/><NamedIndividual IRI="E"/><NamedIndividual

IRI="D"/></ObjectPropertyAssertion>

 <ObjectPropertyAssertion><ObjectProperty IRI="isFollowedBy"/><NamedIndividual IRI="D"/><NamedIndividual
IRI="E"/></ObjectPropertyAssertion>

The result is that the de facto model does not fit the de jure model but at least fits the constraints in the
prescription. Now the organization may analyze the particular results and decide if would like to enhance
the process model, it means include extra constraints and delete not needed constraints or if the
organization wants to analyze further the cases that cause deviations.

Enhance activity

Let’s consider that organization decided to enhance the process model by the data that were gathered by
the check activity. However, also the organization decided to leave in the process model the activity X.
In reality, no case executes the activity X, but it is the step that it should be executed. So the organization
could make other steps to force the people to follow the process model and execute the activity X.

However, the process model will be enhanced with the activity E. It will put to the formal definition of
the process model information and constraints about the activity E that we gathered during the execution
of the activity check. We have also to check if there is a need to enhance the process prescription. But
the process prescription can be updated if the organization intend to. In this example, we consider only
enhancement of the process model.

Final process model is following:
- Formal definition abstraction of the process model:

<Ontology xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl"
<ClassAssertion><Class IRI="Task"/><NamedIndividual IRI="A"/></ClassAssertion>
<ClassAssertion><Class IRI="Task"/><NamedIndividual IRI="B"/></ClassAssertion>
<ClassAssertion><Class IRI="Task"/><NamedIndividual IRI="C"/></ClassAssertion>
<ClassAssertion><Class IRI="Task"/><NamedIndividual IRI="D"/></ClassAssertion>
<ClassAssertion><Class IRI="Task"/><NamedIndividual IRI="E"/></ClassAssertion>
<ClassAssertion><Class IRI="Task"/><NamedIndividual IRI="X"/></ClassAssertion>
<ObjectPropertyAssertion><ObjectProperty IRI="precedes"/><NamedIndividual IRI="A"/><NamedIndividual

IRI="X"/></ObjectPropertyAssertion>

http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl
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<ObjectPropertyAssertion><ObjectProperty IRI="precedes"/><NamedIndividual IRI="D"/><NamedIndividual
IRI="A"/></ObjectPropertyAssertion>

<ObjectPropertyAssertion><ObjectProperty IRI="precedes"/><NamedIndividual IRI="D"/><NamedIndividual
IRI="B"/></ObjectPropertyAssertion>

<ObjectPropertyAssertion><ObjectProperty IRI="precedes"/><NamedIndividual IRI="B"/><NamedIndividual
IRI="C"/></ObjectPropertyAssertion>

<ObjectPropertyAssertion><ObjectProperty IRI="precedes"/><NamedIndividual IRI="X"/><NamedIndividual
IRI="C"/></ObjectPropertyAssertion>

<ObjectPropertyAssertion><ObjectProperty IRI="precedes"/><NamedIndividual IRI="E"/><NamedIndividual
IRI="D"/></ObjectPropertyAssertion>

<ObjectPropertyAssertion><ObjectProperty IRI="isFollowedBy"/><NamedIndividual IRI="C"/><NamedIndividual
IRI="B"/></ObjectPropertyAssertion>

<ObjectPropertyAssertion><ObjectProperty IRI="isFollowedBy"/><NamedIndividual IRI="B"/><NamedIndividual
IRI="D"/></ObjectPropertyAssertion>

<ObjectPropertyAssertion><ObjectProperty IRI="isFollowedBy"/><NamedIndividual IRI="X"/><NamedIndividual
IRI="A"/></ObjectPropertyAssertion>

<ObjectPropertyAssertion><ObjectProperty IRI="isFollowedBy"/><NamedIndividual IRI="A"/><NamedIndividual
IRI="D"/></ObjectPropertyAssertion>

<ObjectPropertyAssertion><ObjectProperty IRI="isFollowedBy"/><NamedIndividual IRI="D"/><NamedIndividual
IRI="E"/></ObjectPropertyAssertion>

<ObjectPropertyAssertion><ObjectProperty IRI="isParallelWith"/><NamedIndividual IRI="A"/><NamedIndividual
IRI="B"/></ObjectPropertyAssertion>

<ObjectPropertyAssertion><ObjectProperty IRI="isParallelWith"/><NamedIndividual IRI="X"/><NamedIndividual
IRI="B"/></ObjectPropertyAssertion>

<ObjectPropertyAssertion><ObjectProperty IRI="isParallelWith"/><NamedIndividual IRI="B"/><NamedIndividual
IRI="A"/></ObjectPropertyAssertion>

</Ontology>

- Visual representation of the process model:
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Figure 42 Model example 1 – final de jure process model

6.4.7.2 Model example 2

Let’s assume that we have an Organization P that has running some process and doesn’t know exactly
how the process goes in the reality and what is the main process model. Now we can apply integrated
process mining methods of the methodology to analyze how the process is executed in reality and create
process model according to proposed methodology. Then the organization will be able to use whole
methodology and improve processes.

Initial status:
- Process prescription – None.
- Process model – None.

Discover activity

Performing of the activity discover creates a de facto process model that can be replied for all the cases
of the process.

Formal definition abstraction of de facto model:
<Ontology xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl"

<ClassAssertion><Class IRI="Task"/><NamedIndividual IRI="A"/></ClassAssertion>
<ClassAssertion><Class IRI="Task"/><NamedIndividual IRI="B"/></ClassAssertion>
<ClassAssertion><Class IRI="Task"/><NamedIndividual IRI="C"/></ClassAssertion>
<ClassAssertion><Class IRI="Task"/><NamedIndividual IRI="D"/></ClassAssertion>

http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl
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<ObjectPropertyAssertion><ObjectProperty IRI="precedes"/><NamedIndividual IRI="B"/><NamedIndividual
IRI="A"/></ObjectPropertyAssertion>

<ObjectPropertyAssertion><ObjectProperty IRI="precedes"/><NamedIndividual IRI="C"/><NamedIndividual
IRI="B"/></ObjectPropertyAssertion>

<ObjectPropertyAssertion><ObjectProperty IRI="precedes"/><NamedIndividual IRI="D"/><NamedIndividual
IRI="C"/></ObjectPropertyAssertion>

<ObjectPropertyAssertion><ObjectProperty IRI="isFollowedBy"/><NamedIndividual IRI="A"/><NamedIndividual
IRI="B"/></ObjectPropertyAssertion>

<ObjectPropertyAssertion><ObjectProperty IRI="isFollowedBy"/><NamedIndividual IRI="B"/><NamedIndividual
IRI="C"/></ObjectPropertyAssertion>

<ObjectPropertyAssertion><ObjectProperty IRI="isFollowedBy"/><NamedIndividual IRI="C"/><NamedIndividual
IRI="D"/></ObjectPropertyAssertion>

</Ontology>

According to the discovered definition of de facto model we are able to create visualization:

CBA D
Figure 43 Model example 2 – de facto process model

Promote activity

Promote activity uses de facto model, that was created in the discover activity, and creates process model
and process prescription. Process model and process prescription are just the same like the de facto
model. It brings to the organization first step in possibilities to analyze, if all cases of the process are
enacted in the right way or if some paths should be added the process execution.

- Process prescription and formal definition of the process model are the same as the formal
definition of de facto model.

However, after the execution of the activity promote, it is possible to work with the process prescription
and also with the process model. Organization can adjust the process prescription or adjust the process
model according to the methodology. Organization can then try to use another activities that the
methodology supports – for example check, enhance, etc.

6.5 Conclusion of Proposed Methodology
Section 6 presented methodology for Intelligent Process Support, which connects process mining and
process modeling approaches. It confirmed the hypothesis 3 based on research question 3 (more in
section 3.3 Research Question 3). The methodology as it is brings following benefits:

- Connection of process modeling and process mining methods and approaches.
- Possibility of continuous check according to the meta-model, process model – de jure, and

process model – de facto.
- Dealing with process deviations in defined borders.
- Possibility to predict actually running cases based on process artifact
- Usage of already created process mining methods for purposes of our methodology.

Limitations of the methodology, which are present so far, are:
- It is a set of methods and approaches, so far not supported by an automatic tool.
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- Formal layer is proposed, but without automatic algorithms, e.g. for comparison of different
formal definitions of process models.

- The methodology was not applied in overall case study, but it was discussed and approved by
domain experts based on model example.

- Activity predict is based on prediction of artifact. So far we have proposed the method for
prediction based on use cases in software development process. The challenge is to include other
artifacts of different processes.

The methodology, also with its benefits and limitations, created basis for other possible research and
improvements as it is discussed in section 7.3.3 Future Work in the Field of the Methodology.
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7 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
The thesis presented research in the area of intelligent process support. It covers areas of business
process, where we have presented process mining approach and introduction of sequence alignment
methods to the area of process mining. On another hand, it covers software process prediction, where
we have proposed an approach of process prediction based on the process artifact – use case. The third
part of the thesis proposes methodology combining presented approaches in the area of process mining,
and proposes overall methodology of process mining and process modeling supported by formal layer.

7.1 Summary of Achieved Results
In detail, the thesis presented research challenges and the state of the art in the topic of process mining,
methodologies in process mining and process modeling, sequence alignment methods in process mining,
software process prediction methods and machine learning methods. These inputs justified three
research questions and hypothesis, on which the rest of the thesis was focused on.

Section 4 Business Process Analysis using Process Mining contains the first part of the own results
presented by the thesis, and it proves the Hypothesis 1 underlined by Research Question 1 (3.1 Research
Question 1), which is aiming to adoption of sequence alignment methods to process mining domain for
finding similar process cases. This topic is one of process mining challenges, which is focused on
combining process mining with other types of analyses. In this part of thesis, we have presented case
study from international company, we have gathered log from their informational system, adjusted data
log to usable form, analyzed enactment of the process in reality by process mining methods and the
results were discussed back with company representatives. This data log then served as basis for
proposal of new approach for process analysis, respectively pre-processing, in the area of process
mining. This new approach is based on adjustment of sequence alignment methods for the usage in
process mining. Usage of the approach was also discussed with retrospective to reality. The conclusion
of this part of the thesis, section 4.3 Conclusion of Business Process Analysis using Process Mining,
summarized achieved results and limitations of the approach. It stated that the sequence alignment
methods could be used for this type of analysis, Hypothesis 1 was proven and proposed approach with
the use of sequence alignment methods in this area brings view to new unsuspected relationships and
valuable results. It also serves as pre-processing method, which results can be later used for other process
mining activities, respective activities in proposed methodology. The research results of this part of the
thesis are also published in our several research papers [116,118,120,121].

Section 5 Software Process Prediction based on Use Cases contains the second part of the own results
presented by the thesis, and it proves Hypothesis 2 underlined by Research Question 2 (3.2 Research
Question 2), which points out the topic that is interesting for companies and also for research groups –
prediction of future process behavior. From the research point of view, it is underlined as one of the
challenges in Process Mining Manifesto. The Hypothesis 2, which in detail is focused on prediction of
future process steps based on use case description, was proven. We have proposed the new approach for
process prediction and tested the approach on the data gathered from the cooperating company. As the
reality is always different from the artificial environment, we were focused on the real situation in the
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company where not all data are available for prediction. We have proposed the new approach for process
prediction and tested the approach on the data gathered from the cooperating company. We have
implemented the approach to the real situation in the company with specific prediction focus. We have
proposed our own parametrization of the use case artifact, processing by machine learning methods, and
we did several experiments, that were focused to verification of suitability of the approach. The
conclusion of this part, section 5.3 Conclusion of Software Process Prediction based on Use Cases,
summarized the achieved results, existing limitations and discussed that this approach has proven the
Hypothesis 2. It stated that based on process situation, this approach is usable and can be used in practice.
The research results of this part of the thesis are also published in our several research papers
[114,115,117,122-124].

Section 6 Proposal of Methodology for Intelligent Process Support contains the third part of the own
results presented by the thesis, and it proves Hypothesis 3 underlined by Research Question 3 (3.3
Research Question 3), which is focused on proposal of methodology combining process mining and
process modeling activities. The methodology covers previously presented approaches into the overall
methodology. It proposed approaches how the methodology works and how it is fitting together. The
methodology supports several activities by its methods; the activities are directly mappable to process
mining activities. The methodology also presented connection of process mining approaches to process
modeling with formal layer support. The possibilities of the connection of process mining and process
modeling are discussed and presented on several supported activities. The conclusion of this part, section
6.5 Conclusion of Proposed Methodology, summarized the benefits of methodology, existing limitations
and stated that this approach has proven the Hypothesis 3. The methodology and its possibilities, process
modeling and also connection to process mining part are also published in our several research papers
[66-68,119].

7.2 Summary of Thesis Contribution
The thesis objectives are fulfilled and the thesis contributed to the area of process mining with following
points:

- Analyzed by process mining data from event log of SAP system from the international company.
It includes challenges of data adjustment in the way that is possible to process it by traditional
process mining methods.

- Proposed new approach that is adopting sequence alignment methods to process mining domain.
It includes definition of sequence types, selection of proper sequence alignment method and
case study in the company on real data.

- Proposed new approach of process prediction based on use cases by using machine learning
methods. It includes new proposed type of parametrization of process info, including use case
description. It also includes case study in the company on real data and specific software
development process.

- Proposed new methodology combining process mining with process modeling domain
supported by formal layer. It includes proposed approaches and also adoption of other process
mining activities, e.g. idea of multilayer process model check, which combined process rules
(process prescription) and particular process model.
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7.3 Future Work
We can build on achieved results presented by this thesis. Future work and possible research is
summarized and discussed in this section. Nevertheless, the thesis brings defined contributions, there
always exists some limitations. Some of them are natural, some of them can be reflected in future work,
where this research can grow. In next subsections, we discuss and propose possible future research and
development.

7.3.1 Future Work in the Field of Sequence Alignment Methods
We have introduced sequence alignment methods to the process mining field and included it then in the
methodology as pre-processing method. More information about the topic in 4 Business Process
Analysis using Process Mining. Following paragraphs describe several fields of possible future research
in this domain.

7.3.1.1 New sequence types

The sequence types, what we have developed and tested, are so far able contain only information about
process structure, user performing the process activity, and duration of the activity. In our future work
we would like to focus also on the extension of the sequence types with more information to be kept in
the sequence with focus on suitability and effectivity of this approach. Such as the sequence alignment
methods bring a new view to the analysis of the process cases.

7.3.1.2 Adoption of new sequence alignment methods

As we would like to introduce new sequence types, the future work will also focus on analysis which
already used or new sequence alignment methods are most suitable for particular sequence type.

7.3.1.3 Duration category

We are working with duration category. Duration of the event defines in which category particular event
fits. In particular process case, we have defined, based on experiences and discussion with domain
experts, three duration categories and used them. In future work, it is possible to include machine
learning methods, which will classify the duration of event to selected number of categories, or divide
it into clusters of similar categories based on settings. It can bring more precise division to duration
categories.

7.3.1.4 Clustering or classification

Combine our approach with other clustering or classification methods. The results of processing by
sequence alignment methods will be processed by machine learning methods to identify groups or
classes of similar cases. Similar approach was presented by Evermann [41] and discussed in section 2.3
Sequence Alignment Methods, where they presented new approach that uses sequence alignment
methods and combine it with Multi-dimensional Scaling [22] and k-mean clustering [50]. However, they
focus only on structure of the process case. This kind of combination with our approach can bring the
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more precise groups or classes of similar process cases and thus better possibilities of analysis and pre-
processing that can be later used for prediction activity.

7.3.2 Future Work in the Field of Prediction based on Use Cases
We have presented approach for prediction of the software development process based on process
artifact – use case. More information about the topic in 5 Software Process Prediction based on Use
Cases. Following paragraph describe several fields of possible future research in this domain.

7.3.2.1 Parametrization

In future work, with focus on particular artifact use case, we would like to focus on the upgrade of
parametrization step of the approach. The weakness is that the initial set up of parameters borders is
needed every time of new dataset. It means that every new company, or different project of the company,
which do not follow the standardized use case definition, has to run the initial setup again. It is possible
to develop automatic method, which based on the analysis of dataset and its distribution will set up
several categories for the parameters.

7.3.3 Future Work in the Field of the Methodology
We have proposed methodology for process mining and process modeling methods with support of
formal layer. More information about the methodology in 6 Proposal of Methodology for Intelligent
Process Support. It can serve as basis for possible future research and extensions. Following paragraphs
describe several fields of possible future research in this domain.

7.3.3.1 Methodology development

The methodology should be applied in real case scenario. Based on this case study, it will be possible
to prepare description of best practices for the methodology usage. Then based on that it is also possible
to describe the best practices of methodology implementation project lifecycle.

7.3.3.2 Predict activity and plug-in concept of process artifacts

We have presented method for process prediction based on one process artifact. However, in real process
execution, there is many process artifacts that can influence the running process and its future steps,
respectively prediction of future steps. Future work in the area of predict activity based on process
artifact is possibility of artifacts plug-in concept.

Future research can focus on possibility to plug-in more than one process artifact. Based on this data
from artifact and also process logs would be possible to introduce method that will automatically process
the included data. The method for parametrization of artifact and finding the similarities of running case
and historical cases can be Artificial Intelligence [93], which will automatically learn based on different
inputs from different artifacts. It could bring more accurate prediction.

The plug-in concept also brings possibilities to the situations where for some of the process cases,
historical and also running, have not available data about all process artifacts. Then the method will be
prepared to work with different artifacts available in plug-in concept.
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7.3.3.3 Formal layer – extension of the support

The formal layer presented in proposed methodology is a supportive element for included approaches
and methods. Some of the methods can be still extended with more extensive and direct support of the
formal layer. Methods from predict activity and pre-processing activity does not directly support the
formal layer now.

We would like to introduce methods to support pre-processing and predict approaches. In the way that
process artifacts used for predict activity can be directly formalized with usage of our UPMM meta-
model and possibility of formalization of static structure of the process. It can bring new way and
possibilities of automatic working with artifacts and their analysis.

As the formal layer is done in OWL, that is knowledge representation language for working with
ontologies, we would like to extend the methods for activity check by automatic comparison of different
ontologies – formal representation of Process prescription, De jure model and De facto models. It will
bring us possibility also to extend formal layers for each model, and better usability for a company.

7.3.3.4 Living processes

One four future goals is the idea of automatic, or semi-automatic, real-time process tailoring based on
real-time process data and the rules – we call it by the term “Living processes”.

The idea of Living processes is automatically/semi-automatically tailoring of the process trace and
execution of process activities based on the data from process mining and data from process modeling.
In practice, we can set-up rules in Process prescription as a main boundaries of the process what should
be followed. Then the process model is more specific description of activities to be followed and its
order. We will be able to automatically in real time get the data from running cases and by predict
activity see what are the future steps, also by using Artificial Intelligence [93]. The living process can
“decide” to skip some of future steps in the process and lead the process case different way to meet
desired goal.

Another usage of living processes can be that in process execution was found new ways how to
successfully achieve the process goal, so that the process model can be automatically updated by
enhance activity and also the Process prescription can be updated as the artificial intelligence “see” that
is still possible to reach the goal. Living processes will automatically adjust the process execution by
real-time adjustment of the process. This idea can be supported by idea of „goal orchestrations“, as it is
presented in the work of Santipuri [104] from end of 2017, which is focused only on clinical processes
so far. The idea of goal orchestration in process modeling is not to think about a process, as a set of tasks
to be performed, but as a goal, or goals, to be achieved. This replacing of tasks or activities with goals
in process models allows more flexible process enactment. The rules in our prescription are in
background following some kind of goal to be achieved, thus this ideas of process goals and process
prescription rules in living processes can be combined.

Idea of Living processes in software process can be also supported by work done by Santos [105], which
is focused on the efficiency of software process and analyzing by process mining the parts, which can
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be tailored in the process. Also this prediction can support the future idea of software process tailoring
and living processes.

Process will learn by it selves supported by formal definition of rules and possibility to set priority to
the rules, some of them could be unbreakable and some of them can be enhanced if possible.

All of this also requires tool support and possibility to dynamically change the process workflow in the
tool. Or a tool, which will provide online recommendation of process change based on inputs from
different systems.

7.3.3.5 Process standards

Almost in every business process, software process, system development process exists sets of
international, regional or national standards that has to be followed. We would like to prepare Process
prescription rules to follow a certain set of standards to make the methodology interesting for companies
in various domains.

Research in the area of assessing compliance of software process standards in process was also described
in 2.1.4 Process Mining and Software Process.

We would like to include, for example the rules for standard Automotive SPICE® [158], which include,
for simplification, process assessment and process reference model that prescribes base practices and
general practices to be followed by the companies in automotive domain that develops a product which
is a system containing some software parts. The company implementing the methodology will have
Process prescription rules defined by the methodology, including the rules of process standard, and then
it could be implemented to the company processes and modeled in Process model layer. Then the parts
of the process executed in the information system can be with using the process mining approaches and
methods checked in real time, if it is compliant with a process standards. Moreover, the combination of
this approach with the idea of Living process could bring very interesting improvement. Each process
case, can be dynamically tailored with idea of living processes, but with guarantee that it will still follow
the prescribed process standards.

This idea can also support an assessments of process standards in the company. As it was from another
point of view presented in work of Valle [126], which focus on standards of software development,
namely CMMI and its appraisal SCAMPI method, and uses methods of process mining to gather
information from logs of the system to support process assessments.

7.3.3.6 Better usability for end users

In future work, we would like to focus also on tool support for better usability of the methodology and
individual methods for end users in different companies. We would like to create own tool supporting
overall methodology with interfaces to most used information systems, and/or also part of methodology
(some methods) as a plugins in ProM tool used by process mining research community.
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